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Jewish students look for understanding during Yom Kippur
■ Sdtoobvork, 
meetings conflict 
with religious 
holiday
Forrest Karbowski
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Yom Kippur is the day of 
atonement in the Jewish faith, 
one of the religion’s highest 
holidays. According to 
tradition, no working is 
allowed when observing the 
holiday, most of which is 
spent at temple. Lasting from 
sunset to sunset last Friday 
and Saturday, it follows Rosh 
Hashanah, the Jewish 
celebration of the new year. 
Mandi Garvey, president of
Hillel, a Jewish student 
organization at GVSU, said 
the ten days between Rosh 
Hashanah and Yom Kippur - 
called the High Holy Days - 
are spent reflecting on and 
repenting for the actions of 
the past year.
“You have ten days to 
figure out who you’ve 
wronged in the past year, 
what misdeeds you’ve done,” 
she said. “Not necessarily 
sins, but if I was really rude to 
you and I know I’ve been 
rude to you and it’s been 
bothering me, I should 
probably take you out and 
apologize.”
Garvey said it can be hard 
for Jewish students to balance 
the dual priorities of 
schoolwork and religious 
faith. Although Yom Kippur
took place on a Saturday this 
year, it can take place on any 
day of the week due to the 
Jewish calendar, which is 
based on the lunar cycle.
“Quite frequently,
depending on where the 
Gregorian calendar falls, you 
may have a midterm on that 
day,” Garvey said. “It’s kind 
of hard to explain to a 
professor or an organization 
that you’re a part of that has 
an event that day that you 
can’t be there.”
Erin Burchyett, a senior at 
Grand Valley, missed school 
to attend Rosh Hashanah 
services with her family.
“Most of the time 
professors are
understanding,” Burchyett 
said. “It’s a hassle more than 
anything, because I still miss
out on the notes and the value 
the other kids get from 
attending class.”
Burchyett said she doesn’t 
expect school to be closed on 
the holiday, but she wishes 
that events would be 
rescheduled so as not to 
conflict.
“I think it’s ignorant that 
people don’t realize that this 
is a huge conflict, that people 
don’t look on the calendar 
and see that there’s 
something written on that 
day,” she said. “Since when 
did someone look on a 
calendar and see Christmas or 
the Fourth of July and say, 
‘Well, it doesn’t really 
matter’? If it’s written on a 
calendar that’s published all 
across the United States, it’s 
there for a reason.”
One such conflict was a 
meeting of the Association of 
Michigan Universities 
(AMU) last weekend, an 
organization of the student 
governing bodies of all 15 
public universities in 
Michigan. The meeting — 
one of four meetings each 
year — coincided with Yom 
Kippur. Last Thursday, 
Burchyett spoke to the GVSU 
Student Senate to express her 
disappointment at the lack of 
recognition for the holiday.
John Leech, chairperson of 
the AMU, said the scheduling 
was an unfortunate oversight.
“The GVSU Student Senate 
released a statement about it 
at the meeting,” he said. 
“Obviously, we are sorry that 
it happened. Generally, we all 
agreed that we would in the
future try to be more aware of 
cultural concerns. It was not 
the intention of any of our 
members to deliberately 
schedule it on anyone’s 
holiday.”
Yom Kippur is a somber 
holiday with much self­
searching. Burchyett said one 
of the customs is for those 
observing Yom Kippur to 
abstain from food.
“I fasted from sundown on 
Friday to sundown on 
Saturday, with no water, no 
gum, nothing,” Burchyett 
said. “It reminds me of 
struggles and discomfort that 
others have gone through in 
order to preserve the religion 
and have respect for a higher
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GVSU takes
precautions
against
computer
viruses
users.
The project was headed 
by members of the Grand 
Valley Linux Users Group 
and the Computer Science 
and Information Systems 
Club.
“The fGGVCC) helped a 
lot, they cleaned a lot of 
computers, and put in a lot 
of hours,” Fisher said.
“For whatever we have 
out there now, it would be 
much worse if they didn’t 
have their hands in there, 
busting their tails just 
cleaning those computers,” 
said GVSU network 
engineer Ben Freitag. “It 
doesn't sound like a lot of 
fun, but I’m glad they did 
it.”
The problem of computer
■ Students’ 
computers should 
be safer than 
everbefbre
Scott Jones
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Thanks to new 
technology available on 
campus and a strong effort 
from a student project at 
the beginning of the 
semester. Grand Valley 
State
University’s 
students are 
safer than 
ever from 
harmful 
computer 
viruses.
Last fall, 
aged
equipment 
in the
computer 
rooms were 
more
vulnerable
to viruses -----------------
and caused
slowdowns on the housing 
network. In response, the 
university installed new
u----------------------
It's not a very 
clean-cut issue, 
there's always 
new ways to get 
infected...
BEN FREITAG
GVSU Network Engineer
switches and 
routers to improve 
the network’s 
efficiency this 
year.
“Hopefully the 
students have had 
a better experience 
with better
performance and 
fewer problems 
this fall,” Bill 
Fisher of GVSU’s 
technology support 
administration 
said.
GVSU has strict 
firewalls in place to 
protect 
computers 
on campus 
from
suspicious 
incoming 
Internet 
traffic. In 
addition, 
the student 
housing 
network has 
its own 
firewall to 
protect and 
isolate it 
from the 
rest of the
campus.
The university also 
employs an intrusion
Students working for their classes in the computer labs in Henry Hall.
detection system that 
monitors incoming
Internet traffic for viruses. 
If a virus is detected, then 
the user is redirected to a 
Web site that tells them 
they have a virus and 
should contact the help 
desk for assistance.
“Once someone has a 
virus then we try to deal 
with it as painlessly as we 
can by redirecting them 
because that way we can 
give them instructions to 
go out and get virus 
updates,” Fisher said.
Fall is usually a hectic 
time for the technology 
support team because of 
the influx of new 
computers brought in by
students moving in to 
school.
“Fall is always unique,” 
Fisher said. “You take 
5,200 new computers 
coming from all different 
places and a lot of them 
without any virus 
protection (and) all of a 
sudden within three or four 
days they all hit campus 
and get plugged in. It goes 
a little crazy.”
At the beginning of the 
semester a student-run 
project called The Great 
Grand Valley Computer 
Cleanup helped incoming 
students eliminate harmful 
software from their 
computers and educated 
them to be better computer
viruses is not one that is 
going to go away, but 
technology administrators 
at GVSU are doing their 
best to contain it.
“It’s not a very clean-cut 
issue, there’s always new 
ways to get infected and 
new kinds of traffic getting 
generated that’s ugly, but I 
think we have a pretty 
good handle on it this 
year,” Freitag said. “We 
nave a lot of systems in 
place to keep the students 
safe and keep them from 
infecting other people and 
other parts of campus, and 
that’s the main thing. We 
want to keep people from 
spreading it and we want 
to keep other people from 
having problems too.”
Cars broken into, valuables stolen
Alan Ingram
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Six cars on the 
downtown Pew Campus 
had their windows 
smashed and belongings 
taken from them during 
the early morning hours 
of Tuesday, Sept. 21 and 
Wednesday, Sept. 22.
Kathy Ransom, 
manager of security for 
Pew Campus and 
Regional Centers, said 
all six cars were located 
in the Watson Resident 
Lot located behind 
Winter Hall. Four were 
broken into the morning 
of Sept. 21 and two on 
Sept. 22, Ransom said.
At approximately 3:30 
a.m. the morning of 
Sept. 21, an officer
patrolling the lot noticed 
broken windows in some 
cars. Ransom said. The 
Grand Rapids Police 
Department was called 
immediately. They took 
a report and an evidence 
technician dusted the 
vehicles for fingerprints.
Precautionary 
measures were taken on 
the night of Sept. 21 
going on to Sept. 22, 
Ransom said. The officer 
patrolled in an unmarked 
vehicle and encountered 
an individual, who 
immediately fled, 
jumped a fence and ran 
down the railroad tracks. 
The GRPD was called 
again, which resulted in 
more fingerprints and 
evidence being taken.
Ransom said an 
individual returned on
the morning of Tuesday, 
Sept. 28, but was scared 
away by Pew Campus 
security and GRPD. No 
damage was done and 
nothing was stolen, she 
said. Ransom said she is 
unsure if this individual 
was the same as the one 
from last week.
Detective Brian 
Grooms of the GRPD 
said on Sept. 27 that 
there are currently no 
leads in the case, but that 
the suspect is described 
as a Hispanic male 
wearing a white T-shirt, 
blue jeans and a black 
backpack. He added 
while fingerprints were 
recovered, the quality is 
only good enough to 
compare to a specific 
person’s, and the 
department is not able to
do a mass search on the 
computer.
Ransom said the 
vehicles that were 
broken into on the Pew 
Campus had expensive 
market stereos or 
compact disc changers 
that were fully visible. 
She said almost all the 
vehicles had a lot of 
things in them that 
would make the vehicle 
appear attractive to a 
thief. She said one of the 
victims lost nearly 200 to 
300 CDs that she had in 
her car.
Ransom said she wants 
students to do their part 
to make sure this doesn’t 
happen to them. She and 
Captain Brandon
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Dr. Maya Angelou visited Grand Valley on Tuesday night to reed her 
poetry and speak about issues from self-esteem to courage.
PLEASE SEE COVERAGE ON PAGE A6
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Increased ridership calls 
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shuttles.
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Suicide survivors walk ‘Out of the Darkness’
■ Suicide survivors 
join together in 
raising awareness 
ami education
Ashley Chaney
Grand Valley Lanthorn
“Just keep on walking, 
mom,” Jamie Heeringa’s 
daughter said after returning 
from the 26 mile “Out of the 
Darkness” walk in Washington, 
D.C. Heeringa walked from 
dusk until dawn, out of the 
darkness, in remembrance of 
her sister who committed 
suicide five years ago.
Heeringa is co-chair of the 
first local "Out of the 
Darkness” walk in Grand 
Rapids with her niece Misty 
Kolk. The 4.5 mile walk is at 
Riverside Park on Saturday, 
Oct. 2 at 10 a.m. The motto is 
“Suicide Shouldn’t be a 
Secret.”
“The walk on Saturday is to 
raise money and awareness and 
education for suicide 
prevention,” said Sara Stacho, 
a committee member for the 
walk and Grand Valley State 
University student.
The money raised from the 
walk will go to the American 
Foundation for Suicide 
Prevention, which provides 
funding for research and to 
local counseling agencies.
The women both have high 
hopes about the impact that the 
walk will have on participants.
“You can’t do anything about 
what happened in the past, but 
you can certainly do something 
for the future of 
others,”
Heeringa said.
“We’re calling 
it a walk and 
talk, so people 
can come and 
talk if they want 
or just come and 
support,” Stacho 
said. “I just want 
it to let everyone 
know that it’s 
okay, that it’s 
not a secret, and
you don’t have ___________
to hide it.”
Heeringa said
that her motivation for this 
walk comes from her 
experience at the national walk 
in Washington, D.C. with her 
family two years ago.
“We all went and participated 
in different ways,” Heeringa 
said. “Some were bikers, some
M--------------------
It's hard to say 
7 need help/ but 
you have to.
JAMIE HEERINGA
Co-Chair of the first local 
“Out of the Darkness”
were walkers, some were 
cheerleaders for others. And it 
was the first time I felt like I 
could do something. Like there 
was something good out of [my 
sister’s} death.”
Stacho says that her 
motivation for this walk and 
suicide prevention comes from 
the death of her father three 
years ago.
“My father committed 
suicide, so this 
has always been 
on my burner, 
you know,” 
Stacho said, 
“It’s just a 
positive way 
that I can give 
back. Just to let 
people know 
that it’s okay 
and that it 
happens.”
According to 
the AFSP Web 
site, more than 
30,000 people in 
the United 
States die by suicide every 
year. The Web site also said 95 
percent of suicides among 
college students are a result of 
depression, which can be 
genetic and is a proven medical 
problem.
“Once my sister died I started
»
learning about it [suicide] from 
AFSP and 1 was just blown 
away by the numbers,” 
Heeringa said. “That’s 30.0(H) 
people. That’s 30,000 families 
a year, 30,000 sets of friends.”
Heeringa and Stacho said 
when people experience signs 
of depression they need to get 
help right away. They advocate 
counseling and, in some cases, 
medication to tackle 
depression before it turns fatal.
“It’s hard to say ‘I need help,’ 
but you have to,” Stacho said.
"There are a lot of different 
answers to all the different 
problems,” Heeringa said,
“Every single person is an 
individual, we all have
different problems and 
different issues, so as an
individual it may take a while
to figure out what to do.”
To register or sign up to 
volunteer for the “Out of the 
Darkness” walk, contact Jamie 
Heeringa at
jtinks63@yahoo.com or at 
(616) 633-4000, Sara Stacho at 
sarastachon@hotmail.com or 
at (616) 331-7572 or Misty 
Kolk at kolkm@yahoo.com or 
at (616) 633-4902.
For more information about 
the walk, visit
http://outofthedarkness.kintera 
org.
Army aims at college students
■ US Army 
recruiters stress 
benefits, education
Nate Cole
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Army Sgt. Mary Goodnite 
wants to drive home the fact 
that college students don’t 
have to pay for their 
educations — as long as they 
join the U.S. Army.
“A lot of people think that 
people join the military 
because they’re uneducated,” 
said Goodnite, a chemical 
operations specialist. “We’re 
very educated people.”
Amidst the crew cuts, Army 
T-shirts and camouflage 
fatigues in the Army recruiting 
office, Goodnite pointed out 
all the soldiers with master’s, 
associate’s and bachelor’s 
degrees.
“We’re not just guns and 
woods and face paint,” she 
said.
Beginning Oct. 5, Goodnite 
will have a recruiting table set 
up every Tuesday on the 
Grand Valley State University 
campus in Allendale.
Although many students see 
the military as an alternative 
to college, Goodnite said a lot 
of military training can be 
transferred into college credit 
while a student decides which 
field of study he or she wants 
to pursue.
“A lot of college freshmen 
don’t know what they want to 
do,” Goodnite said. “They’re 
just there because of their 
parents.”
Students who go into the 
Army double their chances for 
success in college, Goodnite 
said. She cited better 
discipline as one of the main 
reasons.
But before an Army recruiter 
can present a student with the 
benefits of joining the army, 
the recruiter must first get the 
student’s attention.
Keith DeMann, a sophomore 
at GVSU, said he is more than 
happy to give a recruiter his 
attention in exchange for some 
free stuff.
“I’m not going to join the 
Army, but I’ll take a free T- 
shirt,” DeMann said. “My 
friend got some Army socks 
one time - can’t say I wasn’t 
jealous.”
Classic recruiting tools like 
T-shirts, posters and highly 
coveted socks have been 
giving way to newer high-tech 
methods, including portable 
rock walls, computer games 
and tank simulators.
All of the giveaways are 
aimed at helping people open 
up, Goodnite said.
Since the end of the draft in 
1973, the U.S. Military has 
been an all-volunteer force. In 
2003, the U.S. Army reached 
its recruiting goal for the 
fourth straight time. 
Recruiting goals for the 2004 
fiscal year stand at 21,200 for 
the Army Reserves and 77,000 
for the active Army. As of 
August, both goals were right 
on track, each within a couple 
hundred recruits of being met.
While Goodnite works hard 
to meet the goals by 
highlighting perks like cheap 
plane tickets and military 
discounts at the Rivertown 
Crossings mall, Don Johnson 
of the Army Reserves warns 
students to realize that going 
into the military means
signing a contract.
“If someone is going to join 
the military, they have to 
know what they’re getting 
into,” Johnson said.
Johnson graduated with a 
Bachelor of Arts in French 
then completed medical 
training in the Army. He has 
been in the reserves for about 
two years and currently takes
three credits at GVSU.
Johnson said being a college 
graduate gave him more 
choices when he decided to 
enlist in the Army Reserves. It 
also allowed him to come in at 
a higher rank, private first 
class.
He said students studying 
nursing or engineering 
probably have the best
opportunities in the military. 
As for recruiters going after 
college students, Johnson is a 
little skeptical.
“I don’t think very many 
college students are going to 
be convinced [by recruiters],” 
he said. “Most of them are 
already pretty set on what they 
want to do.”
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Fall Arts
Celebration 2004
Long known as a champion of the arts and humanities in West Michigan, Grand Valley State University furthered that tradition 
last year with the inaugural Fall Arts Celebration, a well-attended series of events that highlighted premiere scholars and 
artists. This year the public is again invited to become part of the celebration featuring a new lineup of eminent and 
accomplished speakers and performers.
Artist-Faculty Showcase
September 14, 8 p.m.
Louis Armstrong Theatre
Performing Arts Center
Allendale Campus
The Perugino String Quartet with
Aviram Reichert, The Faculty Jazz Trio,
and Avatar Brass
Followed by reception
Sponsored by a gift of the 
Gearhart Family
Academic Lecture 
H.W. Brands 
September 22, 7 p.m.
Loosemore Auditorium 
DeVos Center 
Pew Grand Rapids Campus 
Well-known author on political history 
and Distinguished Professor of History 
at Texas A&M H.W. Brands will speak 
on "Andrew Jackson and the American 
Revolution," which focuses on his 
forthcoming book and research
Followed by reception
Academic Lecture 
Marge Piercy 
September 29, 7 p.m.
Loosemore Auditorium 
DeVos Center
Pew Grand Rapids Campus 
Hopwood Award winner, women's and 
working class advocate, acclaimed 
poet, novelist, and political essayist 
Marge Piercy will speak on "Stories 
Stronger than Fact"
Followed by reception
Art Gallery Exhibit 
October 4-29 
Art Gallery
Performing Arts Center 
Allendale Campus
"Minimonumentalism: Heroes and 
Myths" featuring the work of Russian 
sculptors Dmitri and Daniel Kaminker
Reception: October 7, 5-7 p.m.
Location: Art Gallery, Performing Arts Center 
Allendale Campus
URS
Sponsored by the 
URS Corporation
Poetry Night
October 15, 7 p.m.
Eberhard Center
Pew Grand Rapids Campus
Two Pulitzer Prize-winning poets: 
Charles Wright and former U.S. Poet 
Laureate Rita Dove
Followed by reception
Sponsored by Progressive AE and 
Charles and Stella Royce
Student Collage Concert
October 19, 8 p.m.
Cook-DeWitt Center 
Allendale Campus
Stunning performances by
Grand Valley's finest student musicians
Followed by reception
Sponsored by a gift
of Mr. and Mrs. James N. Barton
Grand\^lley
State University
www.gvsu.edu
Dance Stars of the 
New Millennium 
October 30, 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
Louis Armstrong Theatre 
Performing Arts Center 
Allendale Campus
Two performances by top dancers from 
some of the nation's premiere dance 
companies, along with the GVSU Dance 
Ensemble
Evening performance followed 
by reception
Tickets: $20 general public;
$10 Grand Valley faculty, staff, students;
call Star Tickets Plus
at (616) 222-4000 B
or (800 585-3737 startuket$p,us
Academic Lecture 
Ronald Schuchard 
November 4, 7 p.m.
Loosemore Auditorium
DeVos Center
Pew Grand Rapids Campus
Ronald Schuchard, renowned T.S. Eliot
scholar from Emory University, will
speak on "Ways of Reading T.S. Eliot"
Followed by reception
Academic Lecture 
Earl Shorris 
November 10, 7 p.m.
Loosemore Auditorium 
DeVos Center 
Pew Grand Rapids Campus 
Nationally recognized writer and 
lecturer Earl Shorris, author of New 
American Blues: A Journey Through 
Poverty to Democracy, will speak on the 
topic "Who is an American?"
Followed by reception
Limited seating. All events are open to the public and are free 
of charge unless noted.
For more information visit www.gvsu.edu/fallarts 
or call (616) 331-2180.
i
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International news correspondent visits GVSU
Campus
from AP wire reports
; Strang iarUinuakn 
Shakes Central Calif.
; PARKFIELD. Calif. (API - A 
strong earthquake shook the state 
Tuesday from Los Angeles to San 
Francisco, cracking pipes, breaking 
bottles of wine and knocking 
« pictures from walls. There were no 
immediate reports of any injuries 
; from the 6.0-magnitude quake and 
its more than 90 aftershocks.
Wavering Voters katl-lraq. 
: Wary at Kerry
WASHINGTON (AP) - In an 
election where most voters have 
already chosen sides, the 
presidency could be decided by a 
• small slice of America in the 
mushy middle — wavering voters 
who are more likely than others to 
question President Bush's honesty 
and think the war in Iraq was a 
mistake. An Associated Press study 
of 1,329 “persuadable” voters, 
conducted by Knowledge 
Networks in advance of the 
presidential debates, suggests these 
people are deeply conflicted about 
change in the White House. While 
they have problems with Bush, 
they also have doubts about 
Democratic Sen. John Kerry’s 
leadership skills and believe Bush 
, is best suited to protect the nation.
: Hamas Signals Challanga 
to Unseat Arafat
RAMALLAH. West Bank (AP)
— Palestinians marked the fourth 
; anniversary of their uprising 
Tuesday amid signs that the 
extremist Hamas group is 
preparing a political challenge to 
Yasser Arafat despite a series of 
Israeli military blows at the 
movement's leadership. Hamas 
published newspaper ads urging 
supporters to vote in upcoming 
municipal elections, saying “it’s 
time for change.” And a top Hamas 
leader indicated the group might 
try to unseat Arafat in presidential 
elections, which have not yet been 
scheduled.
New $50 BUI Arrives; New 
$10 ONI Coming
WASHINGTON (AP) - A new 
$50 bill with touches of red, blue 
and yellow will be showing up 
soon at banks, in cash registers and 
wallets. A new $10 bill also is in 
the works, the third greenback to 
get colorized to cut back on 
counterfeiting. Government 
officials used one of the new $50 
bills Tuesday morning to buy a $45 
U.S. flag, which came in a box. at 
a shop in Union Station. Old $50 
bills will continue to be accepted 
and recirculated until they wear 
out.
Kidnappers Release 
Seven Hostages In Iraq
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - 
Kidnappers released two Italian aid 
workers and five other hostages 
Tuesday, raising hopes for at least 
18 foreigners still in captivity. But 
insurgents showed no sign of 
easing their blood-soaked 
campaign against the U.S. presence 
in Iraq, staging a show of defiance 
in Samarra and striking twice with 
deadly force in Basra. It was 
unclear what prompted the two 
separate groups of kidnappers to 
release the hostages, and whether 
any ransom had been paid. It was 
the second day in a row that 
foreigners were freed.
Cruda OH Prices Surpass 
$50 Per Barrel
Crude oil surpassed $50 a barrel 
for the first time and analysts said 
Tuesday that prices could keep 
rising because of a sharp rise in 
global demand, tight supplies and 
threats to output in petroleum- 
producing nations such as Iraq and 
Nigeria. Homeowners and energy- 
intensive industries could feel the 
sting from high oil prices worsen 
as seasonal demand picks up this 
winter, and there is already 
evidence that the supply 
disruptions caused by Hurricane 
Ivan are making it more costly to 
drive.
American TaNbair Seeks 
Commoted Sentence
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - 
John Walker Lindh asked President 
Bush on Tuesday to commute his 
20-year prison sentence for aiding 
the Taliban His lawyer. James 
Brosnahan, said that Lindh was 
fighting alongside the Taliban in a 
civil war against the Northern 
Alliance, that he is not a terrorist 
and that he never fought against 
U.S. troops.
For more information, 
please see our 
‘Nation / World’ section 
beginning on page
B4
■ Speaker to 
discuss views on 
Iraq and Palestine
Forrest Karbowski
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Today at 1 p.m.,
international news
correspondent • Raghida 
Dergham will speak on 
conflicts in Iraq and Palestine 
in the Grand River Room at 
Kirkhof Center. Dergham is a 
senior correspondent for the 
Arabic-language newspaper 
Al-Hayaat and a news 
consultant for NBC.
“She’s going to talk about 
these two crisis points in the 
Middle East,” said James 
Goode, coordinator of the 
Middle East Studies program. 
“Which are very important to 
Arabs, and increasingly
important - 
at least Iraq 
is - to the 
United 
States.”
Goode 
said he 
expects 
Dergham to 
provide a 
different 
viewpoint 
than
Americans 
are used to 
hearing on the subject.
“We tend often to look at 
them from our own 
perspective and our own 
interests, so she’s going to talk 
about how Arabs might look at 
these issues,” Goode said.
Goode said he often hears 
from students who watch BBC 
or other international news 
services, who often say the 
alternate news sources offer a 
more complex look at the
Busing 
increased for 
apartment 
shuttle
Administration responds to 
increased ridership
AJ Colley
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grand Valley State 
University has added a bus to 
its Apartment Shuttle in 
response to increased 
ridership.
The Apartment Shuttle, or 
bus 36, previously ran every 
20 minutes but will now be 
running every 10 minutes 
Monday through Thursday. 
The 20-minute intervals will 
remain for Fridays.
Lisa Haynes, Pew Campus 
director of operations, said 
they’ve been monitoring 
ridership. She said last year 
the Apartment Shuttle 
averaged about 700 riders per 
day, but this year the average 
has been about 1,700 riders 
per day.
“Quite often people establish 
patterns after a couple weeks 
into the semester and we 
wanted to see if this was 
something that was going to 
continue, and it has,” she said.
Torrence O’Haire, GVSU 
Student Senate vice president 
of campus affairs, said he’s 
“ecstatic” about the changes.
“The administration has 
been great as far as looking 
into what needs to be done,” 
he said, adding that they 
“made a blindingly fast 
reaction. That was awesome.”
O’Haire said the 
administration was “on the 
ball” with buses and listened 
to Senate and the Campus 
Affairs Committee’s ideas.
Haynes said the university 
has almost doubled the cost in 
transportation services.
issues than in the United 
States.
“I think it gets 
into thinking 
outside of the 
box,” Goode 
said. “It will 
hopefully make 
students realize 
that other 
people have 
valid ways of 
looking at these 
issues, and they 
aren’t exactly 
the same way 
we look at these 
issues. They 
don’t
necessarily 
have to accept 
these views, but 
to know they 
exist - because 
the media tends 
to downplay 
other perspectives on some of 
these international issues.”
The speech is a joint project 
sponsored between the Middle 
East Studies
------------------- program and
the Arab 
Culture Club.
“I think 
(studying the 
Middle East) 
is important 
because so 
much of our 
attention is 
focused on 
one or another 
part of the 
Middle East,” 
Goode said. 
“If you like to 
drive around 
in SUVs and 
you want to 
make sure you 
get access to 
reasonably 
cheap
gasoline, the Mid-East is one 
of the major sources of energy
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The media 
tends to
downplay other 
perspectives on 
some of these 
international 
issues.
JAMES GOODE
Coordinator of the Middle 
east Studies program
---------------------M
for the United States, so it’s 
important to know where that 
comes from, something about 
the society.”
Goode also said the Middle 
East is an important 
crossroads in history between 
Africa, Asia and Europe, and 
it continues to have an 
important strategic location in 
the world, particularly with 
the Iraqi war currently taking 
place.
Dergham has been covering 
international political affairs 
for Al-Hayaat since 1989, 
along with writing columns 
for The New York Times and a 
weekly column on Middle 
Eastern affairs. Her many 
interviews include President 
George W. Bush, Egyptian 
President Hosni Mubarak and 
Jordan’s late King Hussein bin 
Talal.
The event is free and open to 
the public.
;
“We will continue to alter 
and make changes as there is a 
demand for it,” she said, “so if 
the capacity continues to grow 
and more people ride, the 
university will continue to 
make alterations to the 
service.”
Haynes also said she’s 
“hopeful” more students will 
take advantage of the free 
busing. She said historically 
ridership has increased 
throughout a semester, more 
specifically when
temperatures begin to drop. As 
a result, she said she thinks 
ridership will continue to 
grow.
“This year is different 
because the dynamics have all 
changed with people choosing 
alternative methods of 
transportation,” she said.
O’Haire said the 
administration is receptive to 
Student Senate and 
encourages students to come 
to the Senate with any 
concerns regarding the busing 
situation.
“The students are what pay 
the administration, so they’re 
working for the students too,” 
he said.
“I feel that students begin to 
realize that the administration 
really does work with them 
and works for them, especially 
with issues like this,” O’Haire 
said, adding the outcome 
shows that the Senate and the 
Campus Affairs Committee 
gets things done.
The Campus Affairs 
Committee has been looking 
into busing since the 
beginning of the school year.
Bus #36
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)
115 High Country Campus 115
Kirkhof Tree Place View Kirkhof
7:22 a.m. 7:26
/ V
a.m. 7:30 a.m. 7:36 a.m. 7:40 a.m.
7:32 a.m. 7:36 a.m. 7:40 a.m. 7:46 a.m. 7:50 a.m.
7:42 a.m. 7:46 a.m. 7:50 a.m. 7:56 a.m. 8:00 a.m.
7:52 a.m. 7:56 a.m. 8:00 a.m 8:06 a.m 8:10 a.m
8:02 a.m. 8:06 a.m. 8:10 a.m. 8:16 a.m. 8:20 a.m.
8:12 a.m. 8:16 a.m. 8:20 a.m. 8:26 a.m. 8:30 a.m.
8:22 a.m. 8:26 a.m. 8:30 a.m. 8:36 a.m. 8:40 a.m.
8:32 a.m. 8:36 a.m. 8:40 a.m. 8:46 a.m. 8:50 a.m.
8:42 a.m. 8:46 a.m. 8:50 a.m. 8:56 a.m. 9:00 a.m.
8:52 a.m. 8:56 a.m. 9:00 a.m. 9:06 a.m. 9:10 a.m.
9:02 a.m. 9:06 a.m. 9:10 a.m. 9:16 a.m. 9:20 a.m.
9:12 a.m. 9:16 a.m. 9:20 a.m. 9:26 a.m. 9:30 a.m.
9:22 a.m. 9:26 a.m. 9:30 a.m. 9:36 a.m. 9:40 a.m.
9:32 a.m. 9:36 a.m. 9:40 a.m. 9:46 a.m. 9:50 a.m.
9:42 a.m. 9:46 a.m. 9:50 a.m. 9:56 a.m. 10:00 a.m.
Final stop times:
11:22 p.m. 11:26i p.m. 11:30 p.m. 11:36 p.m. 11:40 p.m.
Grand Valley Lanthorn I Photo by Kate Brown - Table by AJ Colley
Listed times do not necessarily include ail stops on the Apartment Shuttle route.
See www.ridetherapid.com for more details.
O’Haire said. He also said he 
specifically met with 
administration regarding the 
busing situation, adding the 
committee offered solutions to 
the administration.
O’Haire said as far as he was 
concerned, the administration 
successfully fixed the busing 
problem.
At the end of last year the 
Apartment Shuttle was
extended to run until 11:30 
p.m. when it previously 
stopped at 6 p.m.
In the beginning of the year, 
the university had six buses 
assigned to the Campus 
Connecter, bus 50. because of 
road construction on Lake 
Michigan Dr. (M-45), Haynes 
said. The Campus Connecter 
runs every 12 minutes, but can 
vary due to the construction.
Haynes said she hopes that 
as road construction comes to 
an end, transportation between 
campuses will improve.
Haynes and O’Haire both 
said the administration and the 
Senate will be keeping tabs on 
the busing schedule to 
anticipate any necessary 
changes to busing in the 
future.
Online Spanish magazine to unite students
■ Pmfessorshope 
Web site will 
facilitate student 
interaction
Forrest Karbowski
Grand Valley Lanthorn
An online Spanish magazine 
for students of the Spanish 
language at Grand Valley is 
being developed by a group of 
students and professors.
The magazine will include 
areas for not only GVSU 
students to interact, but also 
students world-wide. It will 
also include course 
information, student projects, 
career information and 
international news for students 
in the Spanish program to 
learn from, as well as 
providing an area for students
to learn about Hispanic 
culture.
“One of the aspects of the 
magazine is that we want to 
form a community among the 
students,” Dr. Natalia G6mez, 
assistant professor of Modern 
Languages and Literatures at 
GVSU said. “It’s very often 
that we teach the class and the 
students leave, and there is not 
a chance for community 
among them. So that was one 
of the rationales why we 
started thinking about this 
magazine, so they can have a 
common place, where they can 
read about what other students 
think.”
The project has been planned 
for a long time, Grimez said. It 
is coming to fruition this year 
partly with the help of new 
faculty member Professor 
Zulema Moret, a former 
assistant professor at Albion 
College. Moret worked on a
Spanish journal at Albion 
before coming to GVSU.
“I would like to develop 
most deeply 
here because 
we have much 
more students 
and professors 
interested in 
the project and 
a huge
community, 
and I’m
looking
forward to it,”
Moret said.
The
professors said 
they are acting 
as advisers and 
mentors for the
students who -------------------
are doing the
work — from
Web design to coming up with
the initiatives and policies for
the magazine.
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We want to 
form a 
community 
among the 
students.
DR. NATALIA GOMEZ
Assistant Professor of 
Modem languages and 
Literature
----------------------- M
“People from other majors 
come to work with us. not just 
Spanish,” Moret said. “What 
we want are
---------------- these
connections, 
between people 
from art,
journalism, 
anthropology 
and others.”
The
interaction 
provided by the 
magazine will 
be a change for 
students, 
allowing them 
to post work 
they have done 
for a class for 
others to read. 
It will also 
allow them to 
students across thechat with 
world. 
“Sometimes students write
things in classes and nobod) 
knows,” Gomez said. “Thif 
way. it’s in the magazine ant 
it has meaning for them.”
“It’s very interdisciplinary,’ 
Moret said. “It’s not just i 
composition or a poem, it’} 
what are you interested in, ant 
what do you want to know 
about what is going on in the 
department, in the communit) 
and in the world?”
Both Moret and Gomez saic 
they hope to eventuall) 
involve other colleges in tht 
magazine as well.
“That is why it’s online,’ 
Grimez said. “So everyone car 
access it.”
The magazine is slated to bt 
up and running by December 
Gomez said.
“It’s a big project, but I alsc 
believe it’s a very needec 
project,” she said. “To put ir 
practice what they are learning 
— it’s a very practical tool.”
MGRAND VAUIV LANTHORN
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Priority payouts
Funds that were used to fund the recent 
Maya Angelou visit are a prime example of 
money well spent at the university through the 
actions of the student government. GVL SPEAK UP
This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked eight community members:
When Maya Angelou took the stage on Tuesday night singing 
songs and reciting poems, she began a powerful performance 
that was the epitome of what successful programming at Grand 
Valley State University is all about.
Through the long, drawn out process of actually getting Maya 
Angelou to campus, GVSU student organization You Beautiful 
Black Woman faced difficulty from the Student Senate, as they 
had originally planned to hold the event at a venue in 
downtown Grand Rapids instead of on the Allendale Campus.
Members of the organization fielded questions regarding the 
relevance and experience of Angelou, answering the battery of 
inquiries coming from the student government with poise and 
control.
Initially, the request for funds for the event was shot down by 
the student government, but the members of YBBW persisted, 
perhaps realizing the dire need for campus to have a diverse, 
powerful and influential speaker to reach out to students that 
programs on campus don’t normally target.
Thank goodness they did.
A massive turnout of about 4,300 people who packed GVSU’s 
fieldhouse proves without a doubt that there was, in fact, a 
very strong desire for Dr. Angelou to come to campus and 
spread her inspiring message with almost one-quarter of the 
campus population.
First and foremost, the organization YBBW and the co­
sponsoring organizations deserve a pat on the back and 
recognition for all of their hard work in coordinating the event. 
Planning such a large undertaking truly shows a commitment to 
improving campus life and must have taken immense amounts 
of work to pull off successfully.
Secondly, the student government at the university deserves a 
bit of recognition for reconsidering the reserve request that 
funded such a successful event.
Funding for events that have the potential to be extremely 
valuable, such as Tuesday’s event, must remain high priority 
items for the student government, especially the appropriations 
committee.
Events that empower, excite and improve student’s 
perceptions about programming on campus should be paid for 
and maintained at all cost. Without them, campus would lose a 
valuable opportunity to embrace the diversity and unique 
qualities that our hundreds of student organizations have to 
offer.
Are you planning on attending 
Maya Angelou’s presentationP
I’ve known about her 
coming since last year. I 
see it as a once in a 
lifetime opportunity. I'm 
looking forward to her 
speech. ”
Ken Champadeng
Senior
Nursing
‘We don't get many 
opportunities to see 
famous speakers. I read 
one of her works in one 
of my classes and I’m 
really excited to see her. 
She is a national icon 
and I hope to learn a lot 
from her.”
Emely Smith
Sophomore
Nursing
“I write poetry and she 
has been my biggest 
inspiration. I actually had 
a ticket and I lost it. I was 
really upset. She is just 
really inspiring and 
makes you glad to be a 
woman. I'm so excited to 
go"
Kenesha Hughes
Freshman
Biology
“Unfortunately I won't be 
able to see her. I have to 
work otherwise I would 
have loved to see her. I 
wanted to get a feel for 
what she was all about; 
I’m really interested."
Tim Doberzeniecki
Senior
Biology
“I would love to go to 
see her if I could. She 
has written some of my 
favorite poetry. I know 
she had to go through a 
lot in her life. The fact 
that she has come so far 
and is a female I look up 
to.”
Sovanna Sok
Sophomore
Advertising
“I’m really excited 
because she is a great 
poet with a lot of 
wisdom. I know a lot 
about her and I've seen 
her speak at a lot of 
shows. She has a lot of 
knowledge about black 
history. I'm really excited 
to see her. ”
Gwenetra Carter 
Graduate Student Health 
Science
“It will be insightful 
because she is very 
open minded. To have 
an opportunity to go see 
her is amazing. She is a 
national speaker and to 
believe she is coming to 
speak at our campus is 
incredible. ’’
Katie Allison
Freshman
Education
“Maya Angelou has 
always been one of my 
greatest influences in 
my life. I'm a poet and 
really respect her work.
I look up to her not only 
for what she is but I 
also look up to her for 
her expehences in life; 
everything she’s been 
through. ”
Ariel Whick 
Freshman 
Health science
GVL STUDENT OPINION_______________________________________________________
Where have all the pop stars gone?
“Myfriend got some Army 
socks one time—can't say I 
wasn'tjealous. ”
- Keith DeMann
GVSU Sophomore
GVL OPINION POLICY
Brian Perry
writes for the GVL opinion.
His views do not necessarily 
represent those of the 
newspaper.
Where are you Eminem? Has it 
really been two years since “8 
Mile” and the corresponding 
soundtrack filled our heads? I 
know I lost myself in the music and 
the moment but you’ve been gone 
far too long. What could possibly 
be keeping you from the spotlight9 
Responsible parenting? I certainly 
hope not. A D12 tour? Puh-lea.se' 
Lose those hacks and get those 
famous middle fingers on the cover 
of a magazine immediately! White 
America needs you.
Where are you Jennifer Lopez? 
Jenny from the block is nowhere to 
be seen these days. When do we 
get “Maid in Manhattan IT Even 
her booty is MIA All we’re left 
with are S80 bottles of perfume and
a few pictures from the latest 
wedding. Yep. she believes in the 
sanctity of marriage so much that 
she wants to experience it over and 
over and over again.
Where are you, backup dancers 
of ‘NSync? Justin and JC have 
each released their solo albums. 
That's certainly not an option for 
you three. What are you doing? I 
saw one in “My Big Fat Greek 
Wedding” and one was supposed 
to go to outer space, but their 
attempts to earn 15 more minutes 
can be deemed nothing more than 
utter failures.
It’s been three years since I 
graduated from high school. Back 
then pop stars were churning out 
mind-numbing hits almost daily. 
The pop scene dominated the 
landscape. Britney was known for 
hits like “Oops I did it again” and 
husband hadn't even entered her 
lexicon. What happened? The 
White Stripes and a whole host of 
sub par garage rockers filled the
pages of magazines and pop stars 
were left with nothing but their 
education to fall back on.
Thank God for the Vote for 
Change Tour. Just when I was 
ready to ask where the Dave 
Matthews Band had gone a mass of 
crazy liberal hippie artists pulled 
together to protest the reign of 
George II. Don’t even begin to 
suggest that the solo album 
satisfied the Dave cravings. I need 
Boyd Tinsley!
Speaking of melancholy guys 
with acoustic guitars, where have 
you gone John Mayer? By the time 
your 10 year reunion rolls around 
you'll be seven years forgotten. 
Where is Coldplay? Don’t tell me 
Chris Martin is busy raising the 
child named Apple.
Where are you Michelle Branch? 
This one personally disappoints 
me. Maybe I wasn’t the most 
objective fan, but “Everywhere” 
and “The Game of Love” were 
truly excellent songs. I saw the
January issue of Maxim, and it was 
great. If she can continue down that 
path without making music, more 
power to her, but let’s get some 
more Michelle Branch sightings.
The whole celebrity scene has 
changed. Three years ago Paris 
Hilton was an ugly unknown 
millionaire. Today she’s a TV and 
movie star. What a twist of fate.
Tommy Lee has captured the 
essence of the celebrity. The 
drummer-turned-movie star
quickly realized that disc jockeys 
do not stay in the spotlight. He 
ditched the “dream” of becoming a 
disc jockey and found a new 
dream. That’s right, reality TV. 
VH1 is about to air ‘Tommy Lee: 
The Naked Truth.” If you missed it. 
don’t worry. VH1 will replay it 
every other hour (before and after 
The Surreal Life 3) for the rest of 
the year. Follow Tommy Lee as the 
wild man raises heck on a 
conservative college campus. I 
never saw Tommy Lee...
The ultimate goal of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to 
stimulate discussion and action on 
topics of interest to the Grand 
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
offers three vehicles of expression 
for reader opinions: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
Letters must include the author's 
name and be accompanied by 
current picture identification if 
dropped off in person. Letters will 
be checked by an employee of the 
Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits 
each issue. The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to 
edit and condense letters and 
columns for length restrictions and 
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will 
not be held responsible for errors 
that appear in print as a result of 
transcribing handwritten letters or 
email typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually 
published but may be withheld for 
compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved 
by nor necessarily represent those 
of the university, its Board of 
Trustees, officers, faculty and staff.
\
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To the Editor:
Recently pharmaceutical 
giant GlaxoSmithKline began 
running a series of TV ads to 
counter the damage done to its 
reputation by it being part of the 
price-gouging drug industry. 
I he ad features Glaxo research 
scientist Eliot Ohlstein talking 
about how long it takes to bring 
life-saving drugs to market, and 
closes with the obscene tagline: 
"Today's medicines finance 
tomorrow's miracles.”
Too bad it’s a bold-faced lie. 
In 1998, the Boston Globe found 
that ot the 35 "most important” 
and "unique drugs on the mar­
ket, 33 received government
funding through the National 
Institutes of Health or the FDA. 
New drugs are produced prima­
rily with government grants or at 
publicly-funded universities, 
and the patents are handed over 
to the drug companies to bludg­
eon consumers with. As profits 
skyrocket, it’s not hard to see 
where the money is going. The 
1980 Bayh-Dole Act promised 
life-saving innovation by giving 
patents to corporations; yet 
AIDS and cancer still afflict us 
and the industry is busying itself 
treating erectile dysfunction.
Both political parties are 
recipients of campaign finance 
money from the pharmaceutical
industry, but Republicans 
receive an overwhelming 78 per­
cent of the contributions. Small 
wonder that seven of the 
"Pioneers” and "Rangers” (rais­
ing either $100,000 or $2(K),(KK) 
respectively for the George W. 
Bush campaign) are executives 
in the pharmaceutical industry.
The drug industry’s influ­
ence doesn’t stop there; one 
telling sign is that its lobbyists 
outnumber Congress 617 to 535. 
The industry’s trade organiza­
tion, PhRMA, creates nefarious 
“front” organizations like the 
ironically-named "Citizens for a 
Better Medicare” which spent 
$65 million in the 2000 to
oppose A1 Gore’s campaign 
because of his proposed 
Medicare drug benefit program. 
(They have other deceptive 
fronts as well; the “Seniors 
Coalition,” the “60 Plus 
Association,” and the “United 
Seniors Association.”)
Another reason to vote Bush 
and the Republicans out of 
office in November.
Derek DeVries
To the Editor:
Hello, 1 work with Computer 
Technology Support and as I 
was walking back into the build­
ing I noticed a car parked in the 
reserved IT parking. I also
noticed that it had a handicap 
permit. At that very moment 
one of the persons that writes 
parking tickets was checking 
those spots and did nothing. 
That, in my opinion, at least 
warrants a warning.
There are other places that 
they can park. It was because of 
persons like this (the driver 
parked in a reserved spot) that 
we (the IT consultants) lost our 
parking spot because somebody 
was parked in the reserve lot so 
we parked someplace else and 
got ticketed. We now have to 
park in the field house parking 
lot (which is a minor inconven­
ience).
I was going to ignore this 
because there were other parking 
spaces and they probably are 
legitimately disabled and they 
can not walk large distances. 
But as 1 was entering the build­
ing about a half hour later anoth­
er car parked in a reserved spot 
which also had a handicap per­
mit.
The young lady hopped out 
of the cars and entered the build­
ing (Manitou) and proceeded to 
climb the stairs to the next level, 
rather quickly I might add. This, 
in my opinion, is something that 
should be addressed. Thank you 
for your time.
Greg Miller
GVL OPINION GVL STUDENT RESOURCES
the smiles by ending FGM You’ve got questions, ‘Owl’ has answersPreserve
Liz Funk
writes for t^e GVL Student 
Opinion,. Her views do not 
JM&cessarily represent those 
of the newspaper.
This little girl smiles. Her teeth 
are shockingly white compared to 
her dark skin, toasted in the 
African sun. She and her friends 
are drawing pictures in the dirt 
while her mother talks with the 
other women of the tribe. The lit­
tle girl’s mother approaches the 
child, and takes her by the hand. 
This little girl is told that if she is a 
good girl, and follows her mother, 
she will receive a special treat 
later. The little girl jumps up, 
cheerfully waves goodbye to her 
friends, and walks away with her 
mother. After she is led into the 
secluded hut in the comer of the 
village, that little girl will never 
smile the same way again. She 
will be scarred for life.
Literally. Female genital muti­
lation, the monstrous practice that 
maims the lives of two million 
women a year, results in severe 
medical complications and psy­
chological repercussions, and bol­
sters the downward spiral of the 
oppression of women in African 
and Middle Eastern countries, 
even as the rest of the world 
emerges into a land brimming 
with equality. Practiced mainly in 
Africa and the Middle East, chil­
dren and adolescents ranging in 
age from 6 to 16 face the most 
traumatic event of their lives in 
their most formative years.
The cast of Scrubs is no where 
to be found during a scene featur­
ing female genital mutilation. 
Instead, a withered tribe elder- 
woman is the surgeon, and 
because there is no anesthesia, a 
squirming, screaming "patient” is 
pinned to a folding card table by 
her own mother and aunts. A girl’s 
mother and aunts facilitate this 
transgression of her human rights. 
Varying amounts of her flesh may 
be removed, ranging from “sole­
ly” her clitoris, to all the intimate 
flesh of her lower extremities, 
stitched up with the surrounding 
skin, creating simply a sewn seam, 
leaving only a hole the size of a 
pencil eraser for bodily excretions. 
Thoms, broken glass, and rusted 
knives are the operating apparatus, 
and although it is an incrediblely 
precise undertaking, little care is 
paid to the more meticulous minu­
tiae of the procedure.
Hence, why so many medical 
complications develop. Infection, 
tissue scarring, hemorrhages and 
excessive bleeding are the most 
frequent after FGM surgery. In 
fact, in the first few weeks after a 
girl is mutilated, she is so pained 
that she must lie on the dirty, bug- 
frequented floor of her hut so her 
wounds can heal without interfer­
ence. She needs help during the 
burning agony of urinating, and 
must relearn how to walk with a 
wider stride when she can finally 
move on her own. While a family 
is more than willing to physically 
assist a newly mutilated girl, no 
explanation is offered as to why 
she has been violated so.
Before even leaving her moth­
er’s uterus, in these archaic cul­
tures, a little girl has already done 
something wrong: development. 
The female genitalia are regarded 
as dirty and shameful, and must be 
removed to ensure an honorable 
marriage. To bolster a woman’s 
subservient role in her marriage, 
women are so disconnected with 
their sexuality due to the extrac­
tion of their sexual stimulation 
glands. Intercourse is nothing but 
painful. Finally, although a young 
woman may feel emotions of 
indignant betrayal after being 
mutilated, the feelings fade by the 
time for her own daughters to be 
mutilated. Tradition allows this 
abhorrent act to continue into sub­
sequent generations.
However, this doesn't suggest 
that there aren’t girls who fervent­
ly oppose the practice — there are. 
Although the younger mutilated 
children are oblivious to their 
upcoming dire situations, the older 
teens are generally very much 
aware of their imminent mutila­
tions. While the vast majority of 
femmes dolefully surrender to the 
oppressive practice, there are a 
select few bold young women 
who refuse their mutilations. 
Unfortunately, these girls are quite 
frequently disowned, mutilated by 
force, or even murdered by infuri­
ated tribe members. Some girls 
flee to Europe or North America, 
but are often incarcerated when 
caught entering illegally, or tan­
gled into the complexities of 
refugee laws.
If you would like to put an end 
to this nefarious practice, then 
there is so much that you can do to
assist. First and foremost, become 
informed. Numerous works, both 
non-fiction and adaptive fiction, 
have been written on this subject. 
I highly recommend Alice 
Walker’s Possessing the Secret of 
Joy. Walker’s collaboration with 
Pratibha Parmar titled Warrior 
Marks. Female Genital Mutilation 
and the Sexual Blinding of 
Women, and finally, Fauziya 
Kassindja’s Do They Hear You 
When You Cry? All compelling, 
thought provoking, didactic 
works, I found each riveting, 
although I would not suggest them 
as leisure reading. Then, stay on 
top of the news; the United 
Nations is experiencing increasing 
pressure on this topic, and the 
reactions are fascinating. Scan the 
United Nations Web site, 
www.un.org, for conference 
updates, and check CNN and its 
vicinities for other news. Also, 
www.amnesty.org has listings of 
worldwide women’s rights 
bureaus where you can write let­
ters to offer your support.
As you read this piece from 
the comforts of your own home, 
imagine how it must feel to know 
that there is not a place in the 
world where you are truly loved 
and appreciated. After all, if a girl 
is so naturally vile that she must be 
physically altered in such a bar­
baric fashion, then this girl most 
certainly not inclined to feel loved. 
By reaching out and helping to 
end female genital mutilation, you 
can ameliorate the pain in this 
girl’s heart, and prevent such hard­
ship in the lives of young girls in 
future generations.
Asfe Oui’
Tips for students 
front the advising 
resource center
Ask Owl is an avenue for stu­
dents to ask advising questions 
when they don’t know whom 
to ask. Students can email 
askowl@gvsu.edu with advis­
ing questions. This column 
will address some frequently 
asked questions.
Question: I’ve just gotten 
my first test back and I did 
not get a good grade; what do 
I do now?
Answer:
The first and best source of 
information about a class is the 
professor. Schedule an 
appointment to meet with your 
professor during his/her office 
hours. Review the test togeth­
er to be sure you understand 
where you made your mis­
takes. Ask the professor for 
suggestions.
Change or improve your 
study habits. The Counseling 
and Career Development cen­
ter is offering several seminars 
entitled “Power Learning”; go 
to them.
Mentors from the EXCEL 
program and academic advi­
sors can assist with study skills.
A tutor can often be of
assistance. Apply for a tutor in 
room 201 STU for 100 and 200 
level classes.
Upper classmen who are 
good students can offer tech­
niques for effective studying.
Calculate how this test 
grade will affect your course 
GPA. Keep in mind that you 
may withdraw from a class up 
until Oct. 22nd at 5:00pm by 
completing a form at the 
Student Assistance Windows in 
the Student Services building. 
However, you may want to 
meet with your adviser before 
withdrawing from a class 
because it could affect your full 
time status, and therefore, 
affect your financial aid, schol­
arship, or health care insur­
ance.
Question: What are mid­
semester grades and who gets 
them?
Answer: Faculty report all 
mid-semester grades for all 
freshmen students and students 
who are on Probation or 
Jeopardy of Dismissal. These 
mid-semester grades are made 
available to you, the student. 
Mid-semester grades are also 
made available to your advisor. 
You can access your mid­
semester grades online through 
your academic records. The 
intent of mid-semester grades 
is to help you to monitor your 
academic progress. As a result 
of this information you may 
want to seek out resources that 
are most helpful to you.
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GV brings families together with Family Weekend
Jessica Russell
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Family Weekend is in the 
works once again this year. The 
weekend is full of different 
activities for people of all ages 
to partake in with their families 
around the Grand Valley State 
University campus.
“Family Weekend is a tradition 
at GVSU where the families are 
invited to come hang out with 
their students,” LeaAnn Tibbe of 
the Office of Student Life said. 
“The timing is perfect ... 
[students] can show their parents 
around campus now that it has 
become their home and 
introduce their new friends to 
their families.”
Family Weekend has been a
GVSU campus event for many 
years. This year’s main events 
are on Oct. 9 and Oct. 10.
“I expect this event to continue 
to be popular.” Tibbe said. “It’s a 
fun way for families to 
participate and enjoy college life 
with their students. We continue 
to try to improve the experience 
for families and look for ways to 
offer entertainment and 
activities at family-friendly 
prices.”
Saturday’s events start at the 
Delta Zeta house with a pancake 
breakfast from 9 a.m. to noon. 
Tickets for the breakfast are $5 
at the door or $4 if bought in 
advance.
Families can then head to 
Kirkhof Center for a 5k run or 
walk tour around the GVSU 
campus beginning at 10:30 a.m.
Registration begins at 9:30. This 
event is free and the first 100 
participants will receive a free T- 
shirt. Refreshments and 
massages will be provided as 
well as a prize raffle at the 
conclusion of the race.
Habitat for Humanity will hold 
their annual Lost and Found 
Rummage Sale at Kirkhof 
Center beginning at 10 a.m. 
Public Safety donates all of the 
unclaimed lost and found items 
each year for this event.
A big part of coordinating this 
year’s events is April Hall, a 
junior at GVSU and currently 
the Public Relations Assistant at 
the Office of Student Life.
“I’d really like [to] stress the 
participation with the Bounce- 
A-Thon sponsored by the Delta 
Sigs and Delta Zetas.” Hall said.
This event will be taking place 
outside of the Kirkhof Center by 
the clock tower and all of the 
money raised goes towards the 
Big Brothers and Big Sisters 
organizations.”
Beginning at 10 a.m. on 
Saturday and Sunday is the 
Renaissance Festival, held at the 
Cook Carillon Plaza. This event 
features a variety of period-style 
merchants, entertainers and food 
for people of all ages. The 
Renaissance Festival concludes 
at 7 p.m. on Saturday and 6 p.m. 
on Sunday.
William Shakespeare’s
production of “Measure for 
Measure” is featured all 
weekend and can be seen at 2 
p.m. and 7:30 p.m. on Saturday 
and at 2 p.m. on Sunday at in the 
Louis Armstrong Theater.
Family Weekend tickets for the 
play are discounted and cost $3.
A dinner buffet is offered in 
the Fieldhouse Arena beginning 
at 4:30 p in. on Saturday. DJ the 
clown will be there to make 
balloon animals and to provide 
entertainment during tl*e dinner.
“After the dinner, gwests are 
invite^ to stop by the ‘big tent' 
sponsored by the Lake Michigan 
Credit Union for a fun-billed 
tailgate party with free hot-dlpgs, 
mini carnival games and mitre 
family fun,” Tibbe added. Th- 
tailgate party will be located a.* 
Irwin Lot, by Lubbers Stadium.
At 7 p.m. the GVSU football 
team will start their game 
against Hillsdale College at 
Lubbers Stadium. Fireworks 
will follow the conclusion of the 
game.
Seating for the football game 
is limited. Tickets can be bought 
in advance online. Combined 
tickets for the dinner and 
football game cost $20 tor adults 
and $17 for children under 12. 
Separate dinner tickets can be 
purchased online as well.
Sunday morning offers 
families the opportunity to 
worship at the
Interdenominational Worship 
Service in the Grand River 
Room and is followed by the 
Family Weekend Brunch special 
at the Fresh Food Company.
For a complete schedule ot 
events taking place, a list of 
places to stay or to order tickets 
for the weekend, visit the Family 
WeekendV Web site at 
http://studem,.l'fe.gvsu.edu/famil 
yweekend.
Maya Angelou’s 
words captivate 
thousands
■ Acclaimed poet, did rights activist passed on uisdom to a 
crowd of about 4,300 at the Fieldhouse on Tuesday night
Maribeth Holtz
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Having approached the lectern 
singing the old spiritual “When 
it looked like the sun wasn’t 
shining anymore, God put a 
rainbow in the clouds,” Dr. 
Maya Angelou captivated an 
audience of about 4,300 Tuesday 
night, with a mix of song, poetry 
and stories.
Angelou is a 76-year-old poet, 
historian, educator, actor, 
producer, director and civil 
rights activist who has received 
55 doctorates. She spoke on 
courage and understanding to a 
sold-out Fieldhouse Arena in an 
event sponsored by You 
Beautiful Black Woman.
Angelou said the song about a 
rainbow in the clouds is inspired 
by Genesis and in the worst of 
times, there’s the possibility of 
seeing hope and the possibility 
of seeing light.
“We are the product of the 
rainbows we’ve had in our 
lives,” she said. “[We need to] 
realize who we are so we can be 
rainbows in the lives of someone 
yet to come.”
She said a history of 
immigrants who came to 
America having to change their 
names and people who came
from Africa “back to belly” on 
ships are the people who have 
set the pace for us in terms of 
understanding each other.
“Our crowns have been paid 
for,” she said. “All we have to 
do is put them on and realize it.”
She said that courage is the 
most important virtue to have 
because without courage you 
can’t practice the other virtues 
consistently.
She also said we need to see 
ourselves in each other no matter 
the color of peoples’ skin.
“I am a human being; nothing 
human can be alien to me,” she 
said, quoting Terence, an ancient 
Roman playwright and slave.
Angelou said college is the 
place that is designed to be a 
light for students, to liberate 
their minds of prejudices. She 
encouraged the students to. “Go 
to your librarian and say Ms. 
Angelou suggested last night 
that you can help me to liberate 
myself from my ignorance. 
When the shock is over, the 
librarian will search throughout 
this state to satisfy your 
request.”
She also encouraged the 
students to reach out to others.
“Each one of us has the 
possibility, the probability and 
even the responsibility to accept
the fact that we Lire all rainbows 
in the clouds,” she said.
She added that the world — 
with its unrest, stupidity and 
cruelty — belongs to everyone.
“It is yours,” she said. “And 
you have a chance to be more 
than you dream of being. I 
pray for you, I wish for you. I 
hope for you.”
Kimberly Pearson, president 
of You Beautiful Black Woman, 
said she was very moved and 
inspired by Angelou’s address.
“My hopes are that everyone 
here take back a piece of 
something she said and use it to 
evaluate their own lives and 
lifestyles,” she said. “I just 
pray that everybody uses what 
they get tonight because 1 got so 
much that it’ll take me weeks to 
digest it all.”
Pearson said she was delighted 
with the audience “because it 
was truly a rainbow of people. 
We all gathered into this one 
place from different walks of life 
to hear what Dr. Angelou had to 
say.”
Alexis Marks, a senior and a 
member of You Beautiful Black 
Woman, said Angelou was very 
inspirational, especially when 
she shared personal stories of 
her life. She said it’s 
inspirational to hear from a
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Kate Brown
WCKS is GVSU’s only student-run radio station. The station is located in Lower Commons but can be listened to on 
www.wcks.org.
WCKS provides outlet for students
Sharon Mason
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The disc jockeys at WCKS 
1610 sometimes feel as though 
not many students know about 
them and that people do not 
realize that there is a student-run 
radio station on campus.
Patrick Millard, DJ and 
program director for WCKS, 
said, “WCKS is an underground 
radio station devoted to playing 
music you cannot hear on 
commercial radio stations.”
Freshman Rachel Partain has 
established herself a home as a 
WCKS DJ. She hosts two shows 
a week called “Request Line 
with Rachel!” and said she has 
found her music interests rapidly 
changing and expanding. She 
said each DJ is required to play 
50 percent of their show from 
music in the studio, but 
everything else can come from 
personal collections.
“All the CDs they have here is 
obscure music, nothing you
normally hear on the radio, and I 
was all pop-rock before 
[working as a DJ], but now I just 
enjoy everything,” Partain said.
Listeners can tune into WCKS 
on 1610-AM or can listen live 
online at http://www.wcks.org.
The Web site provides listeners 
with live music, a DJ and genre 
lineup for the day and a 
discussion forum for listeners. 
Millard encourages all students 
to listen to the station, to get a 
feel for the different genres of 
music that they have never 
experienced.
“WCKS is an outlet for 
students to share their cultural 
influences and passions through 
the music we and our DJs air on 
their personalized shows,” 
Millard said.
He said DJs claim 
responsibility for their shows 
and make each time slot their 
own project.
“The show is completely 
yours,” said Partain as she was 
working as a DJ. “I’m the only
one running everything right 
now ... it’s so creative because 
you can do what you want.”
WCKS is the only student-run 
radio station in Grand Rapids, 
but Millard is hopeful for even 
more fame.
“WCKS could become the 
largest and most unique and 
important radio station in Grand 
Rapids if we |WCKS1 were 
given an FM frequency that 
could reach the Pew Campus 
and Grand Rapids community 
that GVSU is such a vital part 
of,” he said.
Millard also noted that if 
WCKS were on an FM 
frequency there would be a 
better opportunity for the station 
to host more events and become 
more involved with the 
community.
WCKS plays a wide variety of 
music including
RPM/electronic, college/indie 
rock, jazz, underground hip-hop, 
metal, European and top-thirty 
hits.
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Grand Valley Lanthorn / Misty Minna
Dr. Maya Angelou visited Grand Valley on Tuesday night to read her poetry and speak about issues from self 
esteem to courage.
woman who’s accomplished so 
much in her life and know that 
anybody can do it, regardless of 
race.
Dr. Veta Tucker, an English 
and African American Studies 
professor at GVSU, introduced
Angelou and said after the event 
that she was captivating. She 
said she hopes the audience 
understood the Terence quote 
because that was Angelou’s 
main point that she brought 
through in a lot of different
ways.
Tucker uses Angelou in some 
of her coursework. She said 
she has seen Angelou speak 
before, but it was neat for her 
students to see her Tuesday.
Cold season hits soon, 
ways to prevent illness
Angela Harris
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Sniff! Sniff! A-choo! “Bless 
you.”
Ah, the sounds of cold and 
flu season: the running nose, 
the sniffles, sneezes, and the 
occasional and polite “bless 
you” from the person who 
overheard you sneeze.
With the cold and flu season 
approaching, these sounds will 
become more familiar and 
frequent. There are some ways 
to prevent contracting the cold 
or flu, however, and ways to 
deal with it if you do catch it.
Patti Feenstra, a registered 
nurse from the Grand Valley 
State University Campus 
Health Center, said that the 
best way to prevent catching 
the cold or the flu is to 
frequently wash your hands 
because infected people 
spread the germs by touching 
other people.
She added that cold or flu 
germs can live on books, pens, 
coffee cups and anything else 
that students touch.
Susan Jensen, assistant 
professor in the Kirkhof 
School of Nursing, said 
students should also be careful 
about touching their eyes, 
nose or mouth because the 
mucous membranes are 
important in the defense 
against an infection.
“The most important tool for 
fighting the ever-changing flu 
virus is immunization by a 
killed virus vaccine licensed 
by FDA,” she said. “The
vaccine is made from highly 
purified, egg-grown viruses 
that have been made 
noninfectious.”
Feenstra said these shots will 
be available at the health 
center, but probably not until 
the end of October. 
Information about
immunization shots will be 
available later.
She added the flu is an upper 
respiratory disease and its 
symptoms include fevers 
between 103 and 106 degrees, 
chills, headaches, dry cough, 
body aches and burning eyes.
Jensen said that with the 
common cold, the symptoms 
include slight body aches, 
stuffy nose, a mild cough and 
sore throat and that rarely will 
the person have a headache or 
feel fatigued.
Feenstra said the common 
cold will run its course in 
seven to ten days. She 
recommends affected people 
get plenty of rest, drink lots of 
liquids and eat well-balanced 
meals. She added they can 
also gargle with salt water for 
a sore throat or use a 
humidifier to help with chills 
or fever.
There is conflicting research 
about whether or not vitamins 
or herbal supplements can 
help with the flu or the 
common cold. Some 
supplements that could help 
include vitamin C, zinc and 
garlic. Vitamin C is found in 
fruits and vegetables and zinc 
can be found in foods such as 
chicken, pork and baked
beans. Both vitamin C and 
zinc can also be found in 
supplement form.
Jensen warned against 
taking zinc in the supplement 
form without guidance from a 
health care provider because a 
long-term use of supplement 
can lead to toxicity.
“Other things you can do to 
boost your immune system are 
eating lots of fruits and 
veggies, regularly exercise, 
both the body and the mind, 
practice whatever stress 
reduction techniques work for 
you, get plenty of rest and 
sleep, play often, drink plenty 
of liquids, water is best, and 
relax as much as possible,” 
Jensen said.
She added that Echinacea 
can also be helpful if taken at 
the first sign of a cold or the 
flu and may help cause some 
of the symptoms to be 
lessened. Echinacea can be 
found in many teas and also in 
supplement form.
Feenstra said students are 
more susceptible to catching 
the common cold or the flu 
because they do not get 
enough sleep, live in close 
centers, share cups and do not 
eat well-balanced meals.
Jensen said a common 
misconception about the flu is 
that antibiotics will treat it.
“Students come in expecting 
to leave with an antibiotic,” 
Feenstra said. “That is not the 
case. It simply has to run its 
course.”
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Grand Valley 
students hike 
Appalachian 
Trail
Photo Courtesy of Ben Reuschel
Ben Reuschel, a GVSU senior, on top of Mount Moosilauke in New Hampshire, which is along the 
Appalachian Trail. Reuschel, who hiked the Appalachian Trail for nearly five months, said that day 
was sunny and bright until reaching an altitude of about 4,000 feet, when he climbed into the clouds 
and fog.
■ Two GVSU students 
braved a purvey $2,170 
miles into Are mountains
Angela Harris
Grand Valley Lanthom
Running five miles for a workout can be 
tiring, but imagine walking for an entire day 
along a trail up and down mountains, 
averaging 18 to 19 miles a day.
Ben Reuschel, a senior at Grand Valley State 
University, did just that this spring and summer 
along the Appalachian Trial that runs from 
'Springer Mountain in Georgia to Mount 
Katahdin in Maine. His friend, Andy Brown, a 
GVSU alumnus, is currently hiking the trail.
Reuschel began the 2,174.1 mile trail on Feb. 
1 and finished it on June 20. Brown was 
supposed to hike it with Reuschel, but due to 
an injury to his Achilles tendon, he started on 
April 25 instead. He is tentatively scheduled to 
finish Oct. 9.
Reuschel said he hiked the trail because of 
his love for the outdoors and in order to spend 
as much time living outdoors like an early 
explorer such as Daniel Boone. He wanted to 
be out in the woods everyday, walking, eating 
and exploring, he said.
“It was something 1 always wanted to do 
growing up - to live somewhere far away 
where,” he said.
Reuschel said that the hardest parts of hiking 
the trail were loneliness and missing his family 
and friends.
"As a 2,000 mile path through the woods 
over mountains, it wasn't like the distance was 
that hard. It was everything that made it up like 
starting out and leaving friends and family and 
just college life,” Reuschel said. “Then being 
alone for basically four and half months added 
to it.”
Reuschel said he hiked by himself after the 
first five weeks. For those first weeks, he hiked 
with a couple from South Carolina, which he 
said he enjoyed because it helped with not 
having contact with his family.
“It helped a lot, especially early on, dealing 
with not having family contact because they 
are from South Carolina and the trail for the 
first five weeks predominantly in the south. 
Their family would come up once a week and 
meet with them,” Reuschel said. “They would 
bring gifts and they took me in as well.”
Reuschel was able to go home for a few days 
around Easter to see his family. Some of his
relatives in northern Virginia volunteered to 
take him home if he made it to their house by a 
certain date.
“When they told me this, I realized how 
much time I had to make up. I did 100 miles in 
three days, which was a 35-mile day, a 42-mile 
day, and another 30-mile day,” Reuschel said.
He added that he hiked the trail for 141 days 
and only took 15 "zero days.” These were days 
in which he did not hike at all.
Reuschel said before his trip he had planned 
out how many miles he would hike in a day. He 
said on occasion he had finished the projected 
mileage by lunchtime and ended up hiking 
more. Because of this, Reuschel finished his 
hike a month and a half ahead of his projected 
finish date.
Robert Brown, of GVSU facilities services 
and planning, said his son, Andy, receives his 
food through food drops that are set up along 
the route and that his wife sends the food to 
these spots for Andy.
Reuschel said that these drop spots were 
located at post offices or other designated 
spots.
Brown said Andy has had a few problems 
with nausea due to bad food while he was in 
West Virginia, but has not any had other
problems since then.
Reuschel said that he did not have any major 
problems despite his fears that he might be 
physically hurt, slip on ice or have knee 
problems that would force him to not be able to 
finish the trail. He said he had some slight 
problems with his ankles, but that they were 
caused by the boots he wore at the time.
Reuschel plans to return to Mt. Katahdin 
with Andy’s family to pick him up and to hike 
the mountain again with him.
“He (Andyl drove me down in February to 
start down to Georgia to Springer Mountain ... 
and it was really tough to say good-bye to him 
there, so I promised him when he was done I 
would drive out and pick him up at the end of 
his hike,” Reuschel said. “I'm really looking 
forward to it, not just to get back out to Maine, 
but to climb again.”
The Appalachian Trail is the longest 
continuous blazed trail in the United States and 
runs from Georgia to Maine through woods 
and, occasionally, small towns. At one point, it 
meanders through the Dartmouth College 
campus. The trail is marked with two-by-six- 
inch white rectangular blazes. Between 2,(XX) 
and 3,(XX) people hike it in a summer, but less 
than 10 percent finish the entire trail.
Panel to provide insight on 
communications job market
Matt Evenocheck
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Watching countless episodes 
of “The Fabulous Life OF’ can 
whet your appetite to be 
successful. Getting a taste of 
real success, however, may 
start by asking a question, 
especially if you are interested 
in majoring in communication 
fields.
Sponsored by Career 
Services and Alumni 
Relations, the School of 
Communications will host a 
panel discussion with Grand 
Valley State University alumni 
for all students who share a 
passion for video production, 
broadcasting, journalism, 
marketing and public relations.
The event will be from 1- 
2:30 p.m. on Oct. 6 in the Pere 
Marquette Room in Kirkhof 
Center. After the discussion, 
there will be time to network 
with the panelists, which can 
lead to internship 
opportunities. There will also 
be refreshments and a chance 
to win a $100 gift certificate to 
the University Bookstore.
Gina DeLapa, assistant 
director of Career Services, 
explained the benefits of this 
event.
“This is a golden opportunity 
for students to meet a lot of 
people in the communications 
field, develop their networking 
skills and learn more about 
those career options that may 
be appealing to them,” she 
said. “[Students can] get a 
handle on what skills and 
experiences they are going to 
need while they’re still in 
school in order to be 
competitive at graduation and 
for internships because a lot of 
people want to be in
film/video, on-the-air or 
writing for a newspaper.”
The panel will showcase 
successful GVSU alumni from 
the various fields of study in 
the communications realm, 
DeLapa said. The panelists are 
Alan Babbit, sports editor for 
the Holland Sentinel; Sean 
Quahnie, project coordinator 
for lonpost Video Production; 
Bruce Parrot, promotions 
director and morning 
newsperson for radio station 
WLHT; Maureen Penn, 
marketing and development 
director for Catholic Social 
Services of Muskegon; and 
Chase Turner, producer for the 
Rick and Scott Show on radio 
station WOOD.
Tim Penning, a professor 
from the School of 
Communications, will
moderate the panel.
Unlike past discussion 
panels, this year’s panel 
discussion will focus on the 
alumni, in order for students to 
get a better understanding in a 
certain field of work.
“It is extremely beneficial 
where students can go with a 
Grand Valley degree,” Chris 
Barbee of Alumni Relations 
said. “This is an inside look to 
what it takes to make it out in 
the professional world.”
DeLapa said the Career 
Services office strongly urges 
students to boost their 
academic education at GVSU 
with career education through 
internships, job shadows and 
informational interviews and 
cooperative education.
“If students engage in these 
activities, they will be more 
employable upon graduation 
and probably more prepared 
for the realities of the work 
force," she said.
COLD
continued from page A6
Jensen said there are many 
misconceptions about how a 
person catches a cold or the flu.
“[One] misconception is that 
wet hair or going out in bad 
weather without your boots will 
cause a cold,” she said. “In 
reality, you could ‘catch’ a cold 
or the flu by coming in contact 
with the virus and being 
susceptible to that virus.”
According to the Center for 
Disease Control Web site, 5 to
20 percent of the population 
contracts the flu every year and 
more than 200,000 people are 
hospitalized from complications 
with these diseases.
Feenstra said that the flu, if 
misdiagnosed, can turn into 
pneumonia or bronchitis and can 
possibly be fatal.
According to the CDC Web 
site, every year 36,000 people 
die from the flu and elderly and 
young people and people with 
health conditions are more at 
risk for health complications 
from the flu.
KIPPUR
continued from page A1
power. It makes me feel human, 
and not take my life for granted.”
Faith is especially important in 
the busy life of a college student, 
Burchyett said. Along with 
keeping her connected to her 
family, she said it helps her keep 
life in perspective.
“It helps me stay centered and 
focused in a time of my life when 
I feel it’s easy to lose sight of 
what’s important, to become self- 
centered or overwhelmed by 
school and work and partying.” 
she said. “My faith is also 
important to me because so many 
people don’t understand it. I like 
to stay close to it to preserve it, 
because it is a dying religion.”
Burchyett said that one of the 
reasons Judaism seems to be 
dying out is its strict rules and 
traditions, which have been at the 
core of the religion for over 5(XX) 
years.
“It seems convenience is more 
important than tradition,” she said.
Garvey said the Jewish 
community at GVSU is extremely
small, with less than twenty 
members involved in Hillel. She 
said that although Grand Rapids 
does have a significant Jewish 
community. West Michigan is 
relatively devoid of religious 
diversity.
"Grand Valley is right in the 
middle of Christian reformed 
land,” she said. “There are some 
Jewish students, but they are 
minute compared to the majority. 
It’s a relatively vibrant 
community, but it’s not relatively 
large. Many Jewish students don't 
go to Grand Valley because of the 
environment.”
Although she has not 
encountered any outward 
opposition, Garvey said she also 
doesn’t feel that the community is 
embracing of Judaism.
"There’s a lot of misinformation 
in the area that we’re trying to 
change,” she said. “Particularly 
after The Passion of the Christ 
came out - the whole the Jews 
killed Jesus’thing. There’s a lot of 
misconceptions, not intentionally, 
but because people just don’t 
know.”
Contrastingly. Burchyett said
she has heard several negative 
remarks and jokes around campus.
“If Grand Valley really 
promoted that they are a 
welcoming organization to people 
of any gender, race, color or 
sexuality, it would be a much 
stronger learning environment,” 
she said.
Garvey previously attended the 
University of Michigan, which 
she said has an office dedicated to 
making sure students do not have 
religious holiday conflicts. She 
said that this sort of approach, 
along with an effort towards 
educating those who aren’t aware 
of the Jewish faith, would be a 
positive step for the university.
“If those kind of resources also 
existed for anyone who had a 
religious conflict - and it doesn’t 
have to be people who are Jewish, 
the month of Ramadan for people 
who follow Islam is just as 
difficult - that would be nice,” she 
said.
Students who wish to get 
involved in Hillel can contact 
Garvey at
mandi_98_99(d>hotmail.com.
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COLLEGE NIGHT
Tuesdays &. Thursdays 9 pm - 2 am
• SupERb Sousd System • Great Music • SpeciAl Prizes 
• Glow BowliNq • BilliARds • DRiNk SpECiAls
3 GAMES OF BOUJLING 
& SHOE RENTAL
Only $5.95
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3335 Fairlrnes Rue., Granduille 
616-534-6038
Sizzlelini 
Bellini
f""| I w
Juesdays
S'Z^KOO (Sizzlelini ) —
On Tuesdays, get our specialty 
for TWO for only $10.95!
A sizzling skillet of tender chicken, savory sausage 
or both served with a zesty tomato sauce 
accented with peppers and onions on top 
of a generous portion of spaghetti.
BMehe (Bellini) —
A frosty, peach Italian work of art for $2!
TuZ-dEZ (Tuesdays) —
Visit us EVERY Tuesday for lunch or dinner 
\ to celebrate Sizzlelini Bdlini Tuesdays!
^-----------
Unmistakably Italian ^Unbelievably Good
Hours: Sunday - Thursday I I a.m. - 10 p.m. 
Friday - Saturday I I a.m. - I I p.m.
4570 28th Street, S.E., Kentwood 
616-285-5004
West of Patterson Next to Circuit City 
Reservations Accepted
V 4 1
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No luck for local homeless in ‘sit-in’ plans
Dave Muller
Grand Valley Lanthorn
A “sit in” was organized at 
Heartside Park in downtown 
Grand Rapids on Sept. 24. the 
night before Mayor George 
Heartwell was to dedicate the 
park. Organizers planned to get 
hundreds of people in the local 
homeless population to erect 
tents in the park to make a 
statement about the current 
housing problem in Grand 
Rapids, but when a city 
ordinance was revealed that 
forbids camping in city parks 
overnight and violators would 
be arrested, plans fell through.
The disappointed crowd at the 
park consisted of about one
dozen homeless and street 
dwellers.
“I wanted the city to know, 
‘hey. we’re out here,”’ said 
Mark, a homeless man who said 
he was extremely disappointed 
that the plans for a "sit in” fell 
through.
“It just wasn’t planned very 
well,” said “Kodiak,” a 
Heartside Park volunteer.
He said that police have 
repeatedly warned people who 
camped along the fence side of 
the park in the past that they 
would be subject to arrest, but 
“Kodiak” said police didn’t 
mind if people slept on the 
park’s benches.
Located on Ionia Street across 
from Purple East, downtown. 
Heartside Park has been a
44popular hangout for many of the 
local homeless 
population 
since it opened.
“Everyone 
keeps the park 
clean,” said 
“Cowboy,” who 
frequents the 
park. “We’re 
one community 
and we don’t 
have any
squabbles."
Grand Valley 
State University
senior Rich ------------------
Swor, and some
of his friends
spend time with local homeless
to show that they are cared
Everyone keeps 
the park clean. 
We're one 
community and 
we don't have any 
squabbles.
“COWBor
Community Member
------------------------------- »
about. After 
spending much 
time with the 
local homeless 
and street 
people of the 
downtown area. 
Swor said 
homeless people 
have been 
unfairly
stereotyped, and 
they’re
generally good- 
hearted people 
who have been 
dealt bad breaks 
in life.
Swor added 
that the
homeless situation in Grand 
Rapids is not nearly as bad as
he’s seen in other cities, and 
pointed out the many shelters 
the city has.
“But anywhere there’s people 
sleeping in parks and under 
trees, there’s a problem.” Swor 
said.
The Heartside Ministry's Web 
site said the Heartside 
neighborhood is the most 
densely populated
neighborhood in Grand Rapids 
with roughly 2,300 people.
Heartside Ministry, according 
to their Web site, “partners with 
Heartside Neighborhood
residents in worship, education, 
advocacy and creative 
expression, and calls the larger 
community to respond to both 
the challenges and
contributions of their Heartside
Neighbors.”
According to their Web site, 
nearly all of Heartside’s 
population lives at poverty level 
and 60 percent are mentally ill.
The Heartside Ministry’s Web 
site also estimated the total 
amount of people without 
homes in Grand Rapids 
between 5,000 and 7.000.
“Kodiak” said he estimates 
the homeless population in the 
Heartside neighborhood to be 
about 300, and says that most of 
the homeless stay in shelters, 
under bridges or in empty 
buildings.
“Kodiak” said he was 
disappointed that the “sit-in” 
failed.
“It would have given the city 
a wake-up call.” he said.
VOIGT HOUSE
Historic
homes
reveal
history
■ Heritage Hill home tours 
provide a glimpse into the 
history of Grand Rapids and 
the city’s residents
Alan Ingram
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Just outside of the hustle and bustle of downtown 
Grand Rapids lies an important piece of the city’s 
past. Many large mansions built in the late 19th 
and early 20th centuries occupy the historic 
Heritage Hill district.
These historic homes will be featured during the 
annual Heritage Hill Tour of Homes on Saturday. 
Oct. 2 from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Sunday, Oct. 3 
from noon to 6 p.m. The Heritage Hill Association 
said the tour will stop at nine homes and three 
historical landmarks.
The Voigt House Victorian Museum is part of the 
Heritage Hill district and is one of the three 
landmarks on the tour, according to the Heritage 
Hill Association.
“It has so much to interpret life from 100 years 
ago that’s so original,” said Chris Ham. manager of 
the Voigt House.
She said the home was built in 1895 and 1896 by 
Carl Voigt, a Prussian immigrant who came to 
America when he was 14.
The house is full of many of the Voigt’s personal 
possessions including clothes and furniture. The 
oldest furniture in the house dates back to 1860. 
The only things that are not original are a stove and 
a china cabinet.
“It’s a very personal kind of home,” Ham said.
Voigt spent nearly $24,000 to construct his 
house. It had amenities including indoor plumbing, 
walk-in closets, gas and central heating.
Voigt moved to Grand Rapids from Michigan 
City. Ind. and became the sole owner of two Hour 
mills on the Grand River.
During the 1970s urban renewal severely 
threatened historic buildings in Grand Rapids. 
Ham said. The Heritage Hill Association was 
formed in 1968 to “defend the area against an 
urban development proposal.” according to the 
Public Museum of Grand Rapid’s Web site. The 
proposal would have expanded the St. Mary’s 
Hospital Complex and the Grand Rapids Junior 
College campus.
While some houses and buildings were tom 
down, the Voigt House was saved and turned into 
a museum. The museum opened and began giving 
tours in 1972.
“You can’t save every building in the world, but 
you can save some and we’re happy they saved the 
Voigt House,” Ham said.
She said people can get a sense of history by 
visiting the Voigt House and seeing the way it was 
when it was lived in. She said it is great that kids 
often visit the house on tours or during summer 
camps.
“I think it’s a unique teaching tool,” Ham said. 
“It’s great to see their interest in it. It’s so different 
from how people live today.”
The Voigt House will also feature “Mr. Voigt’s 
Neighborhood” during the month of October. It is 
a photographic exhibit designed to highlight some 
of the city’s old buildings that were not saved from 
demolition.
“The exhibit is a pointed reminder of the 
importance of historic preservation.” according to 
a press release for the Public Museum of Grand
Rapids.
Ham said that about 4,(XX) people visit the Voigt 
House annually. The museum is located on 115 
College Ave. S.E. Regular tours of the house are on 
Tuesdays from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. and the second 
and fourth Sundays of each month from 1 p.m. to 
3 p.m. Admission is $3 for adults and $2 for 
children.
The ticket price for the Heritage Hill Tour of 
Homes is $15 for people over age 12, if purchased 
by Oct. 1. Tickets purchased on Oct. 2 or 3 will 
cost $18. Tickets are available at Bank One, 
Family Fare and Lake Michigan Credit Union. 
Admission to the Voigt House is not included in 
that fee.
For more information on the Voigt House or the 
Heritage Hill district, call (616) 456-46(X) or visit 
the Public Museum of Grand Rapids’ Web site at 
http://www.grmuseum.org.
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Sara /. Gross
Voigt House on College Ave. allows people to take a look back into the Victorian Days.
Historian and author speaks about
■ Historian, author, 
comes to GVSU to 
discuss his works, 
Andrew Jackson
Mandy Burton
Grand Valley Lanthorn
“All history resolves itself in 
what single individuals do, think, 
and say,” said historian, author 
and educator H.W. Brands during 
his lecture about former president 
Andrew Jackson.
He addressed Grand Valley 
State University students and 
faculty on Sept. 22 in the 
Loosemore Auditorium in the 
DeVos Center downtown.
Brands said the lecture was his 
“first chance to try out some of his 
ideas about Andrew Jackson,” 
since it was his first lecture after 
beginning research for his new 
biography.
Some things about Jackson's life 
are unclear. Brands said. For 
example, historians still aren’t 
sure if he was bom in North 
Carolina or South Carolina, but 
the important parts of his life are 
known.
Jackson was bom into a life of 
struggle and quickly came to 
believe that he would survive only 
if he could defend himself, Brands 
said. He carried this belief with 
him throughout his life. Andrew 
Jackson was the first candidate for 
which the common people voted.
Brands said that Jackson 
became the seventh president of 
the United States and the first 
“common man” to do so. Until
Andrew Jackson
that time, presidents had been 
considered elite.
Brands has visited GVSU in the 
past. The Hauenstein Center for 
Presidential Studies brought him 
to Grand Rapids for the second 
annual Fall Arts Celebration at 
GVSU.
Gleaves Whitney, director of the 
Hauenstein Center, said he was 
very excited to have Brands back 
to speak on Andrew Jackson.
“He draws people to him like a 
magnet,” Whitney said. “I just 
think he has a wonderful way of 
connecting with students."
Brands has also 
written or edited 
24 books in the 
last 16 years. His 
previous books, 
some of which 
have been New 
York Times 
bestsellers and 
Pulitzer Prize 
finalists, are on . 
subjects
including Dwight 
D. Eisenhower.
Benjamin 
Franklin and 
Theodore 
Roosevelt.
Brands said he 
originally 
planned to write 
a series of books on the history of 
the United States. His plans 
changed, however, and his new 
focus is to write several volumes 
of American history through 
biography.
He said that biography writing 
“is not especially fashionable as 
an academic genre” but that he 
thinks it is an important genre for 
explaining history.
Brands said he feels that specific 
eras can be exemplified through 
the lives of some of the influential 
people of the times.
“It is one thing for the 
biographer to understand the 
subject,” Brands said. “It is 
completely another to convey the 
subject to a modem audience."
He said that for the modem 
audience to understand the 
historical perspective, the 
biographer must answer the 
question, “what were they 
thinking?” He said the biographer 
must make the individual they are 
writing about 
understandable to 
the modem 
world.
Whitney said 
he was very 
impressed that 
Brands t(X)k time 
at the end of his 
presentation to sit 
down and talk 
with the students 
about their 
individual history 
interests or 
projects. Whitney 
said he thinks it’s 
great that Brands 
makes the time 
for students. 
Brands said he 
is undecided whether the book he 
writes after Jackson's biography 
will be another biography or a 
novel. He explained that he needs 
to find an individual whose life 
exemplifies the era between 
Jackson and Theodore Rixisevelt.
“The biographer often comes to 
know the subject better than the 
subject knows himself," he said.
ii------------------------------
The biographer 
often comes to 
know the subject 
better than the 
subject knows 
himself.
H. W. BRANDS
Historian, Author, & 
Educator
------------------99
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Padnos School of Engineering to offer new programs
■ 20 neu'short 
courses will be open 
to students beginning 
Oct 6 until Apr. 28
Marty Slagter
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grand Valley State 
University’s Continuing 
Education program will hold a 
variety of engineering short 
courses along with a number of 
additional opportunities for 
interaction with the Padnos 
School of Engineering.
The short courses begin on 
Oct. 6 and run through Apr. 28, 
2005. The 20 short courses will 
address a variety of different 
engineering and computer 
science topics and will teach 
students everything from
“highly technical skills to 
needed workplace skills,” 
according to the Continuing 
Education’s Lifelong Learning 
Web site.
Classes are one session long, 
running from 8:30 a m. to 4:30 
p.m. and range in price from 
$145 to $395.
“The engineering series is a 
great way to get the word out to 
the specific professional 
community about the resources 
of Grand Valley and we try to be 
comprehensive when we talk 
about opportunities,” said 
Melissa Peraino, director of 
Continuing Education’s
Educational Outreach program.
Some of the topics for the 
courses include “Leadership 
Skills for the Engineer,” 
“Organizational Skills” and 
“Printed Circuit Board 
Construction.”
Peraino said that a 
Fundamentals of Engineering
Review Course is also offered 
along with the variety of short 
programs. The review course is 
offered every Saturday from 
Sept. 18 to Oct. 16 from 8 a m. 
to 4:15 p.m. It is designed to 
“help engineers prepare for the 
Fundamentals of Engineering 
Examination,” according to the 
Web site.
The fee for the five sessions 
was $495. While it is too late to 
register for this year’s review, 
Peraino said another review will 
be offered next fall before the 
examination.
Peraino said the exam had 
previously only been offered to 
GVSU students, but has now 
been opened to professionals in 
the community.
Engineers cannot become a 
registered professional engineer 
without passing the 
examination, said GVSU 
engineering professor Charles 
Standridge.
“It's a great opportunity to 
connect students and 
professionals working in the 
field they're going into,” Peraino 
said. “At the first session, one of 
the professionals at the program 
mentioned that she brought 
business cards. They had an 
entry level opening qvailable at 
her company and she 
encouraged students to talk with 
her at the break about the 
opportunity.”
The recent increase in 
programs can be attributed to the 
Continuing Education program 
as well as the Padnos College of 
Engineering. Peraino said that 
Continuing Education was 
approached by Standridge, who 
wanted to reach out to the 
professional community in West 
Michigan through a partnership.
“Engineering brings expertise 
in their specific topic areas, and 
we bring the administration and 
planning expertise,” Peraino
said.
The Lifelong Learning 
program also offers a number of 
additional programs for students 
and engineers alike, including a 
co-op program that “provides 
the [engineering) student with 
1,500 to 2,(XX) hours of work 
experience,” according to 
Continuing Education’s Lifelong 
Learning Web site.
A customized training program 
is also offered to assist those 
interested in training a multiple 
number of employees in an 
engineering program.
“It's really working well,” 
Peraino said. “Our mission is to 
link the resources of the 
University to the needs of the 
community.”
More information on the short 
courses and other professional 
programs can be found at 
Continuing Education’s Lifelong 
Learning’s Web site at 
http://www.gvsu.edu/leam.
u---------------------
The engineering 
series is a great 
way to get the 
word out to the 
specific 
professional 
community about 
the resources of 
Grand Valley.
MELISSA PERAINO
Director of the Educational 
Outreach Program
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Dan Hartzell listens as 'variety Plus" owners Faritah and Taman Muhammad tell him about their famous bean pies
Grand Valley iMnthom / Nikki Runciman
Elizabeth Edwards, wife of democratic vice- 
presidential candidate John Edwards, rallies 
Saturday afternoon, at the Eastown Street Fair
Grand Valley lanthorn / Nikki Runciman
Delila Newboyle, on the upright bass and Danger from 
the band "Dangerville," perform live on stage at the 
East Town Street Fair.
Experiencing
Eastown
The 26th annual Eastown Street Fair was held in Grand Rapids on 
Sept. 25 front 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. The free fair featured a variety of arts, 
crafts, music and food. The fair was located on Wealthy between Lake 
Drive and Atlas Avenue. This year s music included swing, popular rock 
and funk. The ska hand Mustard Plug headlined this year s fair. Some of 
the money raised from the over 50 booths will be used to fund Eastown 
neighborhood programs. Last year \s fair drew about 7,000 people.
MOTMANS
FARM MARKET
0-2717 Riverhill Dr.
Just 1 mile East of the GVSU Campus
Great Tasting 
Homegrown Apples Picked 
Right From Our Trees.
Farm Fresh Produce, At Great Prices!
NOW OPEN!!
Hours: 
8am - 7pm 
Closed Sunday
677-1525 r
Show your College I.D. and Receive 10% 
off your purchase of $5.00 or more.
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Nikki Runciman 
"Ital Shack," store owner Elise VanLaar speaks to 
shopper Kelly Ziegler about the origin of some of the 
beads she uses in her designs, Saturday at the East 
Town Street Fair.
CHRlstlANITY
On Campus
Thursday Nights at 9:00 Kirkhof Center Room 104
September 30 Pizza & Theology
October 7 "This I Believe..." (3) God Created, Man Fell
THEFTS
continued from page A1
DeHaan of Allendale Public 
Safety reiterated the importance 
of securing the vehicle and 
locking valuables in the trunk or 
removing them from the vehicle.
“Don’t leave anything of value 
in your car," Ransom advised. “If 
you have to leave something of 
■value in there, lock it in the glove 
box, lock it in your trunk, put it 
under the seat so it’s completely 
out of sight, but the preference is 
that it’s not in there at all.”
While it did not play a role in 
the thefts on Tuesday and 
Wednesday, Ransom said 
■students with expensive stereo 
systems should avoid putting 
stickers on their cars to advertise 
them to thieves. She said a thief 
can break into a car and steal an 
entire stereo system in two to 
three minutes or less.
Additional security officers.
some in plainclothes, are
patrolling the lots more
frequently.
Ransom said that while many 
residents expressed concern for 
their safety even with increased 
officer presence, security will 
work to help make them feel 
safer.
“One of the things that we’ll be 
doing is trying to work
individually with cars that we
recognize as a potential target for 
thieves." Ransom said.
She added that notifications 
were posted in both living areas as 
soon as the incidents happened to 
make students aware of what was 
going on.
DeHaan said that larceny is the 
No. 1 reported crime nationwide 
on university campuses.
Students who have any 
questions about keeping their 
vehicles safe can contact 
Allendale Public Safety at (616) 
331-3255 or Pew Campus 
Security at (616) 331-6677.
Evergreen Cleaners & Laundry
Self-Service Laundry, Drop-Off Laundry, Drop-Off Dry-Cleaning 
1621 Leonard St. NE (located in the Beckwith Center Mall) 
Mon-Fri 7:30 am-9:00pm Sat-Sun 8:00 am-9KX) pm
774-3931
Under New Ownership! Give Us A Try!
i FREE WASH
Buy 2 Loads 
i Get 3 ^Load Free
I ($1.50 value)
I Mon-Fri only
20% OFF
Any New
Dry-Cleaning Order
20% OFF
Any New Drop-Off 
Laundry Order 
Over $10.00 
(wash-dry-fold)
Leonard it
1-96
Fuller
t tA f
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Source: Office of National Drug Control Policy 
GVL Illustration / Christine Parkes-Schaw
— OxyContin is a prescription painkiller 
used for moderate to high pain relief 
associated with injuries, bursitis, 
dislocation, fractures, neuralgia, arthritis, 
lower back pain, and pain associated 
with cancer.
— OxyContin contains oxycodone, the 
medication's active ingredient, in a 
timed-release tablet. Oxycodone 
products have been illicitly abused for 
the past 30 years.
— Some of the most frequently abused 
prescription drugs in the United States 
are methadone, hydrocodone, vicodin, 
oxycodone, darvocet and demerol.
— A January “Snapshot” report done by 
the ONDCP said that Detroit has seen a 
decrease in the number of cases of 
abused OxyContin, but has seen an 
increase in the number of cases of 
abused vicodin and methadone.
— Methadone is still used to treat 
recovering crack cocaine and heroin 
addicts.
We Do Mondays 
Like No Dlace Else!
M
Enjoy a double order of 
chicken. sfeak or combo 
fajifas (enough for fwo) 
for jusf till 
Frosfy. 10 oz. Top Shelf 
or Caribbean Margarifas 
are only *2.*
chllfe
(G R I L BAT)
GRANDVILLE
3700 RiverTown Pkwy 
ai RiverTown Crossings Mall 
616-530-7483
Mu«f be af leaaf 21 years of age +o consume alcohol 
*0ffer valid every Monday 11 am fo close
for addiction
Nate Hoekstra
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Editor’s Note: The last name of the subject of this story was withheld due to the serious nature of the subject and for 
the sake of the subject’s privacy.
He said it started off during his senior year of high school, just a 
couple of pills a day to take the edge off of the pain he was plagued with 
after football practice. Months later, when two pills a day wouldn’t cut 
through the aches and pains, he said he figured taking a couple more 
every once in a while “wouldn’t kill him.’»*
Now, five years later, Scott, a GVSU 
senior has finally realized what that fateful 
decision to up the dose may have cost him: 
Everything.
Scott was addicted to pain killers, a 
problem he described as “one of the most 
overlooked addictions in society today.”
Since he began popping the legal pills 
in late 1999, Scott has come to face his 
demons by realizing that he had a problem 
and has gone through extensive therapy and 
rehabilitation programs to overcome his 
dependence on pain relievers.
“When I first started out, it was only a 
couple a day to take the edge off after 
(football) practice,” Scott said, “but I kept 
doing it even after I came to school. I just 
needed them to get through the day.”
Scott said after a couple of years, he 
began developing stomach and digestive 
problems because of the ingredients in the 
medications he was taking.
“I started off on all of the legal, right 
off the shelf stuff,” Scott said. “After a couple 
of years, before I realized I had a problem, I 
was starting to get into the whole 
prescription drug scene. Anything from 
Tylenol 3 with codeine to vicodin was the 
only thing that would get me through the 
day.”
Getting the prescriptions was easy for 
Scott — a close personal friend was a 
physician’s assistant who would get 
prescription forms and fill them out with a 
doctor’s forged signature.
“I never realized I had a problem with 
it until one of my friends saw me toss back 
about six Vikes (Vicodin pills) and he asked 
me what the hell I was doing,” Scott said. “I 
just hadn’t thought about if before. It was 
such a long-term progression that I never 
realized how far along I’d gotten.”
Scott had progressed from normally 
harmless and frequently used pain killers 
like Advil, Aleve and Tylenol to substantially 
more potent prescription-only drugs, 
stopping and seeking treatment only after 
doubling up on doses of hydrocodonefa drug 
that he described as the most powerful pain 
reliever he’d ever tried.
Scott, with encouragement from his 
friends, sought treatment at a rehabilitation 
center where he whs treated in decreasing 
doses to slowly bring down his body’s need 
for the toxic levels of painkillers.
While in treatment, he received the 
suboxone, a drug used to treat opioid 
dependence.
Scott said that getting clean was the 
best decision he’d ever made after five years
of “wasting my life in a stupid haze of pills.”
Scott is not alone in his state of 
addiction, as evidenced by the increasing 
numbers of people across the nation who are 
seeking and receiving treatment for their 
own personal battles with prescription and 
over the counter painkillers.
Some high publicity cases of pain 
killer abuse have surfaced in the media, 
most notably the addiction to Oxycontin by 
radio talk-show host Rush Limbaugh.
Officials from the U.S. Substance 
Abuse and Mental Health Services 
Administration (SAMHSA) have come to call 
Oxycontin a less glamorous name —
“Hillbilly Heroin” — due to its increased use 
in rural areas around the country. A study 
done by the SAMHSA indicated that rural 
use and abuse of Oxycontin in rural areas 
without a nearby major metropolitan area 
increased by 269 percent between 1992 and 
2002.
Oxycontin, a particularly addictive 
and powerful drug is a member of the opiate 
family. The pain reliever was introduced to 
the market in 1995, joining other common 
opiates such as codeine, dilaudid, methadone 
and heroin.
However, painkiller addictions can 
start from a variety of sources, including 
basic drugs like aspirin and ibuprofen, said a 
spokeswoman for the U.S. Office of National 
Drug Control Policy.
“It makes no difference what a person 
starts to use,” she said. “If someone starts 
using analgesics (painkillers) just to feel 
normal instead of in the manner which they 
are intended to be used, that is the 
beginning of an addiction. From there, no 
one knows where it will stop, or if it will stop 
at all.”
For Scott, getting treatment has 
helped him get past “a really bad couple of 
years,” but he said getting help for his 
addiction was the major turning point in his 
personal battle.
“I made the mistake of trying to quit 
(taking painkillers) cold turkey,” he said. “I 
had bad shakes, I was nauseous and had 
some of the worst headaches ever. If I hadn’t 
done the detox program, I never could’ve 
gotten through it.”
Several options and treatment centers 
are available for people facing drug 
dependency, including detox centers and 
support groups. Students who think they 
may have a problem with prescription or 
over the counter drugs can get help and find 
options for treatment by calling the GVSU 
ALERT Labs at (616) 331-2537.
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Discount parking downtown
for GVSU students
In the Public Museum's parking ramp, on Front Street 
next to the downtown campus.
Only 45 < per half-hour from opening until 4 p.m. 
From 4 p.m. until dosing, it's a flat 34
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Soccer team on five game win streak
Amanda White
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The No. 24 ranked Grand 
Valley State University 
women’s soccer team gained 
valuable momentum to carry 
them into conference action by 
posting three impressive wins 
last week.
The Lakers (8-2) posted a 3-0 
victory at Aquinas on Sept. 22 
on the back of sophomore 
midfielder Shannon Carrier. 
Carrier tallied two goals in the 
first half, with assists from 
Kristi Vandeberghe, Jaci Lange 
and Mirela Tutundzic. The 
team’s final goal came at the 
57th minute off of Carrier’s 
assist to sophomore midfielder 
Erica Rose to close out the 
game. Sophomore goalkeeper 
Erin Murphy had two saves in 
the victory.
“Shannon (Carrier! has had a 
very good last few games,” 
head coach David Dilanni said. 
“She is putting up pretty good 
numbers and coming alive for 
us.”
GVSU swept their opposition 
over the weekend in Allendale, 
defeating West Virginia
Wesleyan on Saturday and 
Charleston on Sunday by 
identical 7-0 scores.
“It’s a nice break to be able to 
get three games 
in five days at 
home,” Dilanni 
said. “It’s nice 
to be able to 
hold court at 
home and come 
up with some 
wins.”
The Lakers’ 
balanced 
offensive attack 
proved to be too 
much for Great 
Lakes Regional 
foe West
Virginia 
Wesleyan.
Goals by ------------------
sophomore 
defender Katie 
Ales and Lange gave GVSU a 
2-0 lead at halftime and they 
tacked on five more goals in the 
second half. Ales posted her 
second goal of the game at the 
59th minute, which led to an 
explosion of three more goals in 
a ten-minute span by Courtney 
Finnerty (62:32), Susan
ii------------------------------
We are starting 
to gel at the right 
time. We are very 
happy with how 
we played this 
weekend.
DAVID DilANNI
Women’s Soccer 
Head Coach
------------------99
Christenson (69:10) and 
Tutundzic (69:52). Andi 
Redmond’s goal at 88:19 
capped the scoring for the day.
Carrier tallied
----------------- three assists
while 
Redmond,
Jenny Junga 
and Tutundzic 
each had one. 
Murphy posted 
five saves for 
the win.
GVSU came 
out equally 
fierce on
Sunday when 
they earned 
their fifth 
shutout victory 
in a row in their 
last game 
before 
conference play 
starts. Charleston proved no 
match for the intense Laker 
offense that saw goals from five 
different players. Tutundzic 
tallied three goals in the first 
half along with one each from 
Christenson and Finnerty for 
the 5-0 lead at the half. Rose 
and Carrier scored a goal each
in the second half to boost the 
score to 7-0. Redmond had two 
assists on the day while junior 
Rachel Bondy, Tutundzic, Rose 
and Carrier each had one. 
GVSU had 42 shots compared 
to Charleston’s three. Murphy 
came up with two saves.
“We are starting to gel at the 
right time,” Dilanni said. "We 
are very happy with how we 
played this weekend. Our young 
defense is starting to play well 
in all aspects and we were able 
to give a lot of players 
experience. We have done a 
good job at eliminating the silly 
and costly mental mistakes.”
The Lakers start their quest 
for the Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference championship this 
Saturday at noon when they 
take on Saginaw Valley State 
University in University Center, 
Mich.
“This is definitely the most 
important part of the season for 
us,” Dilanni said. “Our depth 
will play a huge role for us and 
having different people 
stepping up to contribute every 
game will be necessary to win 
the GLIAC.”
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Jaslyn Gilbert
Junior women's soccer player Kate Duda looks to cross a ball during the 7- 
0 Grand Valley victory game against West Virginia Wesleyan.
Laker volleyball sweeps across the U.P.
GVSU wins GLIAC matches over LSSU, Tech, NMU
April Raynovich
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Last weekend the No. 11 ranked 
Grand Valley State volleyball 
team (13-3, 5-0) made the 
grueling trip to the Upper 
Peninsula for three Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference matches and didn’t 
miss a beat.
The Lakers took on Lake 
Superior State in their first match 
of the weekend and won in three 
games (30-24, 30-25, 30-24). 
GVSU hit .236 on the night, while
LSSU recorded a .118 attack 
percentage.
Leading the way for the Lakers 
was sophomore Megan Helsen 
with a .389 attack percentage, 
eight kills, two aces and eight 
digs. Junior Tracy Kirk posted 
nine kills, three aces and five
Grand Valley Ijmthorn / Jaslyn Gilbert
Junior Tina Tromblay posted a .474 attack percentage with 10 kills this weekend in a 3-0 sweep over Michigan Tech
blocks. Sophomore Alyson Riley 
tallied a team-high 18 digs, while 
senior Leah Kunz recorded 18 
assists and junior Michele Ehrlich 
added 15.
Grand Valley continued their 
winning ways in their second 
match of the weekend by 
defeating No. 14 Northern 
Michigan University in five 
games 3-2 (30-28, 22-30, 30-26, 
27-30, 15-8). The Lakers got off to 
a quick start, defeating the 
Wildcats in game one. NMU came 
back to tie up the match taking 
game two by a score of 30-22. 
This back and forth pattern 
continued, sending the match to a 
tie-breaking Fifth game, which the 
Lakers won 15-8. The Lakers hit 
an impressive .667 in the game 
five victory.
“Our junior and senior 
leadership really stepped up,” said 
assistant coach Jason Johnson of 
the victory. “Going into a three- 
match weekend we prepared 
mainly for Northern but never 
overlooked Lake State,” Johnson 
said.
GVSU hit .314 in the match and 
tallied 24 assisted blocks. The 
Lakers were led by Kirk, who 
posted a .528 attack percentage, 
21 kills and eight assisted blocks. 
Senior Stephanie Maciasz-Dow 
recorded a match-high 22 kills, a 
.417 attack percentage and six 
digs. Kunz tallied 34 assists and 
Ehrlich added 31. Riley led the 
team with 22 digs.
Grand Valley concluded its trip 
up north on Sept. 26 by sweeping 
Michigan Tech in three games 
(30-17, 30-23, 30-25). The Lakers 
tallied a .394 attack percentage on 
the match. Maciasz-Dow recorded 
a team-high 14 kills and a .684 
hitting percentage. Junior Tina 
Tromblay posted a .474 attack 
percentage with 10 kills. Kirk 
added nine kills and a .500 hitting 
percentage. Ehrlich tallied 21 
assists in the match.
The Lakers are now 5-0 in 
conference play and have won 
nine straight matches heading into 
this weekend's matchups with
Junior middle blocker Lauren Hanson and the Lakers swept LSSU, NMU and Tech 
this weekend in GLIAC play. The Lakers are currently ranked 11 th in the nation and 
are seated atop the GLIAC North Division with a 5-0 conference record.
No. 16 North wood and Saginaw 
Valley. The Lakers host 
Northwood on Friday evening at 7 
p.m. and will face Saginaw Valley 
State on Saturday afternoon at 4 
p.m.
Northwood, picked to finish 
second in the pre-season poll, is 
coming off a loss to No. 25 
Hillsdale. Northwood is currently 
sitting right behind Grand Valley 
in the North Division with an 
overall record of 12-2, and posting
a 4-1 conference record.
Saginaw Valley State has not 
had a strong start to their season 
and comes into GVSU’s 
Fieldhouse Arena with a 2-15 
record and an 0-5 mark in the 
GLIAC.
“We will over-prepare for 
Northwood this week in practice 
but we will not overlook 
Saginaw,” Johnson said. “We 
have to just take one match at a 
time.”
Lakers looks to overwhelm Wayne State this Saturday
■ While the numbers 
say Warriors are no 
match far GVSU, 
Lakers respect W.S.
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn
When the No. 1 ranked Lakers 
of Grand Valley State take the 
field this Saturday at Wayne 
State their toughest opponent 
could be themselves. After all, 
when you’re the 4-0 defending 
national champions and you’re 
playing a 1-3 team that is 
averaging 10 points per game, it 
could be difficult to take them 
seriously.
The Lakers, coming off a bye 
week, have scored 144 points in 
four games (36 points per game)
to Wayne State’s 40 points in 
four games, with 27 of those 
points coming in last week’s 
victory over Indianapolis.
While the Lakers are tied for 
first in the Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference the Warriors come 
into Saturday 10th.
GVSU head coach Chuck 
Martin said that while the 
numbers may favor the Lakers, 
numbers alone don’t win ball 
games and the Lakers will have 
to respect Wayne State on 
Saturday.
“Nobody is that bad that if you 
don’t execute and play hard that 
they won’t make plays,” Martin 
said.
Senior defensive tackle 
Keyonta Marshall said that he 
isn’t worried about the Lakers 
taking the Warriors too lightly.
“We want to go back to the
national championship, but first 
we have to take care of all our 
regular season games,’’ Marshall 
said. “We’re going to look at 
Wayne State as a very serious 
threat. We’re going to go in and 
play our game.’’
Marshall and the Laker 
defense are coming off their best 
performance of the season in the 
Sept. 18 victory against Ashland 
University. The Lakers allowed 
just 183 total yards to the Eagles 
and held the GLIAC’s leading 
rusher, Antwan Hart, to 25 yards 
on 13 carries. Marshall said that 
the defense looks to continue 
that momentum against Wayne 
State.
“Week in and week out we 
want to get better on defense," 
Marshall said. “Last week 
against Ashland we played our 
best defense to date and we want 
to go out and play our best
defense to date on Saturday.”
The GVSU defense had 
averaged 291.8 yards against per 
game, and ranks 10th in the 
nation in points against per 
game. 9.8.
Wayne State on the other hand, 
enters Saturday last in the 
GLIAC in scoring offense. (10 
points a game) passing offense 
(108.2 yards a game), rushing 
defense (323.5 yards allowed per 
game), total offense (250.2 yards 
per game), total defense (491.5 
yards allowed per game) and 
first downs (55). They are also 
second-to-last in scoring 
defense, allowing 38.5 points 
per game and in turnover margin 
(-8).
If GVSU begins to pull away 
in the game, Martin said he’d 
like to get some younger players 
some snaps.
“We hope we can get a big lead
early, we hope we can get some 
new faces on the field and give 
them an opportunity to make 
plays,” Martin said. “Football is 
fun when you’re making play* 
and it’s not so fun when you’re 
not making plays.”
However, the Lakers will be 
without senior running back 
Michael Tennessee for the 
second straight game due to a 
lower leg injury. Martin said that 
Tennessee could play on 
Saturday but will be held out as 
a precautionary measure.
“He’s chomping at the bit,” 
Martin said “He’s been 
politicking for over a week now 
saying ‘hey I feel great.’ He 
probably could play, like he 
could have played last week, but 
I think the plan is to keep him 
out one more week.”
With Tennessee out the Lakers 
will again look to Ryan Hukill
and quarterback Cullen Finnerty 
for yards on the ground. As a 
unit, however Martin said that 
the Lakers are still not where 
they need to be on offense.
“We’ve got a lot of frustrations 
offensively,” Martin said "We’re 
not running the ball the way we 
want to run the ball. We’re not 
throwing the ball with the 
consistency that we’re capable 
of. Our kids are not satisfied 
with where we’re at on offense.”
After having last weekend off 
for what Martin called a 
“mental and physical recharging 
of the batteries," Marshall said 
he and the Lakers are ready for 
the second half of the season.
“The weekend was good but 
now it’s back to work," Marshall 
said. “Now we’re back in it for a 
six-week haul and then we’re 
going to the playoffs, so that’s 
our focus right now.”
Other
news
Nation/ World
The bird flu has been spreading in Thailand. While 
scientists are not overly worried that an epidemic is 
at hand, the flu does raise some concerns.
A&E
The Haunt returns for its fourth year of scaring 
West Michigan. The Haunt will be open though 
the month of October.
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Golf finishes 7th in regional
■ Disappointing 
finishfor men’s golf 
in regfonals as 
team hauls to 
Saginaw Valley 
Jayson Bussa
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The men’s golf team of 
Grand Valley State University 
finished in the upper tier of the 
NCAA Great Lakes Fall 
Regional ending the event in a 
tie for seventh place out of a 20 
team field.
The Lakers ended with a 
team score of 599. On the first 
day of competition at 
Blackberry Patch Golf Course, 
the Lakers shot a 294. On the 
second day. they finished with 
a 305. GVSU tied in the 
seventh position with 
Bellarmine University who 
also ended with a 599 (300, 
299).
“I think we were a little 
disappointed in our finish.” 
head coach Don Underwood 
said. “Our effort was good but 
we went in there to win the 
tournament.”
Sophomore Chris Johnson 
was GVSU's top individual 
golfer and led team scoring for 
the Lakers. Johnson finished in 
a tie for 20th place overall. In 
the first round. Johnson started 
off by shooting a 76.
On day two. Johnson shot 72 
which was the lowest round 
shot by a Laker on the event.
Johnson ended the competition 
with a 148.
“I was happy for Chris.” 
Underwood said. “Fie had a 
slow start on his second day 
but fought through it and 
finished well.”
Right behind Johnson were 
two other Lakers who each 
finished one stroke behind with 
149. Freshman Tony Mango 
shot a 76 in the 
first round 
followed by a 
73 in the second 
round.
Sophomore 
Kyle Murphy 
finished his first 
day with a 75 
and stayed 
consistent on 
the second day 
finishing with a 
74. Both
Murphy and 
Mango ended 
the competition 
in a tie for 26th 
place in the 
overall field.
Rounding off 
the scoring for 
Grand Valley 
was freshman 
Josh Orler and 
Junior . Jacob 
Hamilton.
Orler shot a 78 on the first 
day. following it up with a 75 
on the second day. Orler tied 
for 45th overall.
Hamilton tied for 72nd 
overall as he golfed scores of 
78 and 80 in the two rounds of 
the competition.
“We need to go a lot better in
putting,” Underwood said. “We 
put ourselves in good situations 
but then couldn't make the 
putts. That’s something that 
we’ll have to work on in order 
to be successful.”
The Ferris State University 
Bulldogs ran away with the 
event. finishing the
competition with a 575 (286. 
289). The closest teams to 
catching the 
Bulldogs were 
Wayne State 
University and 
Northern 
Kentucky 
University who 
finished a 
lengthy 15 
strokes behind 
FSU. both with 
team scores of 
590.
The Lakers 
will return to 
action on 
Friday as they 
travel to
Midland. Mich, 
to take part in 
the Northwood 
Invitational. 
This marks 
yy the beginning 
of a busy 
weekend for 
Grand Valley as they head to 
Bay City, Mich, on Saturday 
and Sunday to take part in the 
Saginaw Valley Invitational.
“I’m looking at the busy 
schedule as an opportunity to 
get out there and play,” 
Underwood said. “The more 
we play the more we will 
improve.”
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn
There are times when 
professional athletes get “called 
out.” When their heart, their pride 
and their talents are questioned. 
Some athletes are able to rise up 
and answer with such force that 
those asking the questions are left 
feeling sheepish and looking 
stupid.
Lions’ quarterback Joey 
Harrington has been called out. 
During last Saturday’s spanking at 
the hands of the Philadelphia 
Eagles, FOX’s Tony Siragusa 
referred to Harrington as a 
“strawberries and chocolate” type 
of player.
After being egged on by 
commentators Dick Stockton and 
Daryl Johnston Siragusa elaborated 
by saying “I thought he was a little 
bit too overconfident in [FOX’s 
Friday afternoon production 
meeting]. Just a different kind of 
guy. Not a meat-and-potato guy but 
a very sophisticated man.”
“I wouldn’t see him going out 
and ordering a beer any time soon 
to tell you the truth,” Siragusa said. 
“He’s the kind of guy that’s on the 
other side of the club than I am. 
He’s over there with the 
champagne and caviar. And also 
the strawberries and chocolate, you 
know?”
On Monday Harrington was 
asked about Siragusa’s comments 
and, for the most part shrugged 
them off.
“Am I supposed to care what he 
says?” Harrington asked. “I’m not 
his kind of guy? Why, because I 
was cordial in the production 
meeting? Because I tried to be 
articulate? Because I smile when 1 
play? Because I enjoy myself out 
there? Because I'm not a Billy 
Bad-Ass?”
While Harrington may not want 
to believe it, before Siragusa 
opened his mouth. Lions fans have 
often wondered, many have 
doubted, that Harrington has the 
talent and the intangibles to lead 
the Lions to contender status.
Those same fans will now be 
watching the next few weeks 
closely to see how Harrington 
responds to his manhood being 
questioned.
Last year. Philly’s Donovan 
McNabb was called out by ESPN’s 
Rush Limbaugh. Limbaugh said 
that McNabb was over-rated
The
Sports
Nation
because the media wanted a black 
quarterback to succeed in the NFL. 
McNabb was classy about the 
firestorm but was obviously irked 
at the comment. McNabb 
responded by taking the Eagles to 
their third straight NFC 
championship game and has gone 
16-3 since Limbaugh stuck his foot 
in his mouth.
Now Harrington has to similarly 
step up. Taking the Lions to the 
Super Bowl may not be realistic for 
these Lions, but making the same 
mistakes he made in his rookie year 
must stop now.
Harrington has had games where 
he has looked like he could be on 
the cusp of cashing in on all of that 
potential that he was said to have 
had when the Lions drafted him 
third overall three years ago. 
However, he would come back the 
next game and look like the second 
coming of Scott Mitchell.
One step forward, two steps back 
has been Harrington’s career to this 
point.
This year Harrington was 
supposed to have a break-out year. 
Some observers, myself included, 
have been willing to give 
Harrington the benefit of the doubt 
up to now.
“He has never had the talent 
around him that was needed in 
order to be successful... He’s had 
two coaches in his first two years... 
If Charles Rogers hadn’t gotten 
hurt after five games last year... If 
he had any kind of running 
game...”
This year was supposed to be 
different. Rogers was supposed to 
be healthy. The drafting of wide 
receiver Roy Williams and running 
back Kevin Jones was going to 
give him weapons.
Well, Rogers is gone for the year 
again and Jones has a bum ankle 
for a couple of weeks. At least 
Williams has lived up to his billing 
as a game-breaking receiver.
But fans' patience is beginning to 
run short for Harrington. Fans have 
been far more patient with 
Harrington than with quarterbacks 
of Lions past (Hello Charlie Batch! 
Hello Rodney Pete! Hello Andre 
Ware! Hello ... you get the point).
If Harrington doesn’t answer the 
call laid down by Siragusa fans will 
be ready to sack another Motown 
QB.
Division I 
football 
coaches’ poll
Rank School (1st votes)Record
1. Southern California (45) 4-0
2. Oklahoma (14) 3-0
3. Georgia 3-0
4. Miami (Fla.) (2) 3-0
5. Texas 3-0
6. Ohio State 3-0
7. West Virginia 4-0
8. Tennessee 3-0
9. Auburn 4-0
10. California 2-0
11. Florida State 2-1
12. Virginia 4-0
13. LSU 3-1
14. Utah 4-0
15. Purdue 3-0
16. Florida 2-1
17. Fresno State 3-0
18. Michigan 3-1
19. Minnesota 4-0
20. Wisconsin 4-0
21. Boise State 4-0
22. Louisville 3-0
23. Maryland 3-1
24. Oklahoma State 3-0
25. Arizona State 4-0
Division II 
football 
coaches’ poll
Rank School (1st votes) Record
1. Grand Valley St. (25) 4-0
2. North Dakota 4-0
3. Pittsburg St. (Kan.) 5-0
4. Texas A&M-Kingsville 3-0
5. Northwest Missouri St. 5-0
6. Catawba (N.C.) 4-0
7. Central Oklahoma 5-0
8. Albany St. (Ga.) 4-0
9. Shippensburg (Pa.) 5-0
10. Carson-Newman(Tenn.) 3-1
11. Delta St. (Miss.) 3-1
12. Valdosta St. (Ga.) 3-1
13. Saginaw Valley St. 3-1
14. Northwood (Mich.) 5-0
15. St. Cloud State(Minn.) 5-0
16. Central Missouri St. 4-1
17. Tuskegee (Ala.) 3-0
18. East Stroudsburg (Pa.) 4-0
19. Winona St. (Minn.) 4-1
20. Central Arkansas 4-1
21. Arkansas Tech 4-0
22. Michigan Tech 4-0
23. Wingate (N.C.) 5-0
24. Colorado School
of Mines 5-0
25. South Dakota 4-1
GVSU Sports Informanor
Witti three goals and five assists 
sophomore midfielder Shannon Camer 
led the Lakers to three victories last 
week She posted two goals and an 
assist in GVSU's 3-0 win over Aquinas, 
then tallied three assists as GVSU 
defeated West Virginia Wesleyan 7-0 
Camer finished off the week with a goal 
and an assist in a 7-0 win over 
Charleston. She was also GLIAC player 
of the week “Shannon is unbelievably 
athletic." said Laker head coach Dave 
Dilanrn “She’s a very dynamic player 
who is always a threat offensively
Laker 
of the 
Week
GVSU Sports Information
Senior outside hitter Stephanie
Maciasz-Dow helped lead the Grand 
Valley volleyball team to three GLIAC 
victories this weekend at the U P In 
the crucial five game match against 
NU. Maciasz-Dow recorded a match- 
high 22 kills and six digs In the 
Michigan Tech match, Maciasz-Dow 
led the team with 14 kills and a .684. 
hitting percentage We had to have 
Stephanie perform this weekend if we 
were going to win," Laker head coach 
Deanne Scanlon said. “She came up 
huge with her attacking and defense."
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We put ourselves 
in good situations 
but then couldn't 
make the putts. 
That's something 
that we'll have to 
work on in order 
to be successful.
DON UNDERWOOD
Men’s Golf Head Coach
Shop the Friendly Community of
Allendale
Serving GVSU student, faculty and staff with top quality goods 
and services. This directory sponsored by area merchants and the
Allendale Area Chamber of Commerce 
aacc@allcndalechamber.org
or phone
(616)895-6295 ext.22
Tennis has strong showing at ITA
■ Lakers face off 
against regional 
competition at 
tournament
Adam Parks
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The International Tennis 
Association Regional
Tournament is an opportunity 
for some of the area’s top 
collegiate tennis players to 
size themselves up against 
each other and also possibly 
attain and reaffirm a regional 
ranking.
The Grand Valley State 
University men’s tennis team 
traveled to. Midland, Mich, 
over the weekend to compete 
in the individual, single­
elimination tourney.
Several teams at the ITA 
Regional Tournament
represented the Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference along with GVSU, 
including Ferris State 
University and Michigan Tech 
University. The Lakers met 
both these teams a week ago at 
Ferris’ Bulldog Invitational 
and will see them again in the 
spring when the conference 
dual-match season begins.
The Lakers played strong, 
highly competitive tennis over 
the weekend. Each doubles 
team won at least one match 
and several singles players 
were able to advance in the 
tournament.
“We played extremely solid 
tennis all around this 
weekend,” said head tennis 
coach John Black.
In the doubles portion, all 
three partnerships advanced 
out of the first round. 
Sophomore Kyle Dehne and 
junior David Grow were 
seeded third in the tournament 
and advanced to the 
quarterfinals. They are the 
first GVSU doubles team to 
ever reach that far in this 
tournament.
After a bye in the first round. 
Dehne and Grow defeated a 
team from the 
University of 
Southern 
Indiana 8-4.
They then went 
on to beat a 
conference foe 
from
Northwood 
University 8-5 
in the
semifinals. In 
the quarters,
Dehne and 
Grow ran into a 
tough doubles 
team from 
Southern 
Indiana and 
lost a close 
match 8-6.
The
partnership of 
junior Kyle 
Klinge and sophomore Adam 
Sandusky was also made it 
into the semifinals. After a 
first round 8-1 victory over 
Northwood, they then topped 
a team from Southern Indiana
8-3. The top-seeded doubles 
team, also from Southern 
Indiana, got the best of them 
in the semis though, 8-6.
The third GVSU doubles 
team to compete in the ITA 
tourney consisted of 
sophomore Justin Sauerbrey 
and junior Scott Gregory. 
These partners took out a team 
from Mercyhurst College 8-1 
in the first round, then fell to 
the fourth-seeded team from 
Ferris State. 2-8.
“All of our doubles teams 
played exceptional tennis over 
the weekend,” Black said.
“The teams are 
working well 
together and 
the players are 
becoming 
aware of their 
partners’ 
capabilities.”
Juniors Grow 
and Gregory 
are new to the 
Lakers squad 
and are already 
displaying to 
their coach how 
much they can 
contribute to 
their team’s 
success.
“The new 
players have fit 
right in,” Black 
said. “They are 
already playing 
a large part in our doubles 
success.”
In the singles portion of the 
tournament, Klinge tore 
through his first and second 
round opponents. He
dominated Rick Halverson 
form Michigan Tech 6-0, 6-0, 
then upset the 12th seed, 
Mercyhurst’s Mariano Fava, 
in convincing fashion 6-2, 6-1. 
Klinge eventually lost to Joe 
Epkey, the third seed from 
Southern Indiana, who later 
went on to win the 
championship.
Sandusky and Gregory were 
both able to climb out of the 
first round. Sandusky defeated 
Michigan Tech’s Sean 
Cafmeyer 6-2, 6-2, then fell to 
Ferris’s Jason Coles 0-6, 2-6. 
Gregory beat Andrew 
McGuire from Southern 
Indiana 6-2, 6-3 and lost to the 
sixth seed, John Nichols of 
Mercyhurst 3-6, 3-6 in the 
second round.
Grow received a bye in the 
first round, but was topped by 
Epkey 3-6, 0-6 in the second, 
and Sauerbrey was ousted 
early by Ferris’s Francisco 
Gomez 2-6, 1-6 in the first 
round. Gomez upset Dehne, 
the only seeded singles player 
for GVSU (8), in the first 
round 6-2, 6-1.
Coming up this weekend, the 
Lakers will host the GVSU 
Invitational. The two-day 
tournament will be held at 10 
a m. Saturday and Sunday and 
the action will take place on 
the courts of Hudsonville 
High School.
Teams that will be 
competing against the Lakers 
are Calvin College, Grand 
Rapids Community College 
and GLIAC opponent Lake 
Superior State University.
The teams are 
working well 
together and the 
players are 
becoming aware 
of their partners' 
capabilities.
JOHN BLACK
Tennis Head Coach
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Learn About 
Healthy Dining Options
www.gvsufood.com
Magnum Tattooing Inc.
=APT Member=
=GR's largest Selection of Quality BodyJcwelry=
=Professional Body Piercing=
=Quality Custom Tattooing3 
=Award Winning Artists3
MHiram Tinatin Inc________ Magnum Tinatin II
2317 S. Division 
Grand Rapids
616245-1880
7450 Union Ave. 
Jenison
616-4517546
WWW.MAGNUMTATTOO.COM
Get your news online!
www.lanthorn.com
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Grand Valley Lanthorn / laslyn Gilbert
Sophomore women's soccer players Shannon Carrier and Katie Ales 
celebrate one of the seven goals Grand Valley had against West Virginia 
Wesleyan.
higher ■ 
test scores “ 
guaranteed “
or your money back
Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all 
scheduled tests, and do your homework. If your score doesn't 
improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic or a prior official 
test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a 
full refund of your tuition.* * It’s that simple.
Call for list of free events in 
G.R area. Only a few days 
left to save $100 off MCAT!
World Leader in Test Prep 
and Admissions
*T««I rwnri ir irg.tiKM i/*drn«k| J INm twine iMm-'t
* *To be eligible for this offer, you must be 
enrolled in Kaplan's full classroom, tutoring, 
or online courses In addition, you must 
present a copy of your official score report 
and your course materials within 90 days
KAPLAN
MOO-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com
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Five
games and 
counting...
The Laker defense has 
posted five consecutive 
shutouts. Grand 
Valley's offense has 
outscored its opponents 
26-0 during their 
current win streak.
Grand Valley Lanthorn / jaslyn Gilbert
Junior women's soccer player Jaci Lange attempts to regain posession of the ball during the Grand Valley 7-0 victory against West Virginia Wesleyan.
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Jaslyn Gilbert
Sophomore women's soccer player Andi Redmond fights for the ball during the Grand Valley victory against West 
Virginia Wesleyan.
Grand Valley lanthorn / fwtlyn Gilbert
Junior soccer player Jenny Junga kicks the ball past a West Virginia Wesleyan player. Grand Valley won 7-0.
GRAND VAUEY LANTHORN
Thursday, September JO, 2004
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Bird flu called ‘ 1-alarm, not 4-alarm 
fire,’ though experts call for caution
Malcolm Rittlr
AP Science Writer
NEW YORK - Health 
authorities and flu experts say 
they’re concerned but not 
alarmed by an apparent case of 
bird flu jumping from one 
person to another in Thailand. So 
far it looks like an isolated dead­
end incident rather than the start 
of a major outbreak.
“At the moment I think it’s ... a 
one-alarm fire, not a four-alarm 
fire,” Dr. William Schaffner, a 
flu expert at Vanderbilt 
University, said Tuesday.
Normally, people who get bird 
flu acquire it from infected birds. 
But experts fear the bird virus 
will someday mutate into a form 
that spreads easily from one 
person to another, which could 
set the stage for a worldwide 
outbreak of deadly flu.
The world has seen three such 
pandemics in the past 100 years. 
Experts have long warned that 
another is inevitable, and by one 
estimate it could kill 280,000 to 
650,000 people in the 
industrialized world alone.
On the other hand, bird flu 
virus has been passed human-to-
human before without dire 
consequences. That happened in 
Hong Kong in 1997, producing 
only "inefficient...dead-end- 
street transmission" between 
people, said Dr. Klaus Stohr, 
coordinator of the global flu 
program at the World Health 
Organization in Geneva.
While the Thai case is cause 
for concern, the evidence so far 
suggests it will also meet a dead­
end fate, he said. Scientists 
should get some indication later 
this week about whether the 
virus responsible for the incident 
has mutated, Stohr said.
Pranee Sodchuen, 26, died in 
Thailand on Sept. 20 after 
contracting bird flu. She was the 
29th victim in Thailand and 
Vietnam this year, but the first in 
this outbreak believed to have 
contracted the disease from 
another human, rather than 
poultry.
Her 11-year-old daughter 
Sakuntala, who didn’t live with 
her, died Sept. 12. The child is 
believed to have died of bird flu 
she caught from chickens in her 
house in a village in the northern 
province of Kamphaengphet.
Sodchuen, who lived outside 
Bangkok, had no contact with
the chickens but did have a very 
close, face-to-face exposure to 
her daughter while caring for her 
in the hospital, Thai health 
officials said.
“We have all agreed that a 
probable human-to-human 
transmission has occurred,” Dr. 
Kumara Rai, the acting Thailand 
representative of WHO, told The 
Associated Press.
The development “should be 
viewed by the international 
community with concern,” said 
Scott Dowell, director of the 
International Emerging
Infections Program, a 
collaboration between
Thailand’s Public Health 
Ministry and the U.S. Centers 
for Disease Control and 
Prevention.
Rai and Dowell stressed that 
the case should not provoke 
general public alarm, because it 
involved sustained intimate 
contact among family members. 
Sodchuen’s 32-year-old sister, 
who also had tended the little girl 
in the hospital, was diagnosed 
with bird flu Monday and is now 
in an isolation ward.
No other members of the 
village where the child lived, or 
health care workers in the
Wearing a surgical mask, 17 year old Cambodian chicken farm worker Kim Laen looks on as 2,200 chickens are 
destroyed 5 km's (3 miles) southeast of Phnom Penh Wednesday, Sept. 22, 2004. The farm was closed after about 
2,300 chickens died of bird flu, apparently the first cases of the disease in the country following an epidemic in Asia 
earlier this year.
hospitals where she and her 
mother were admitted, have been 
ill, Thai health officials said.
“It doesn't pose a significant 
public health threat, so there is 
no reason to be panicked.” said 
Rai.
Dr. W. Paul Glezen of the
Baylor College of Medicine in 
Houston said that while it looks 
like the Thai case is a dead-end 
for transmission, every time the 
flu virus infects a human it gains 
a chance to mutate into one that 
can spread easily between 
people.
Schaffner said it was 
encouraging that a case in a rural 
Thai village was so quickly 
brought to the attention of 
national and international health 
agencies. “That should provide 
us all a measure of substantial 
reassurance,” he said.
New $50 bill hits the street, government plans to alter $10 note
Grant gets a makeover
The U.S. government continues its changes to U.S. currency - 
intended to thwart counterfeiting - with a new look for the $50 bill. 
The new bills go into circulation today.
Security thread: a plastic strip embedded 
in the paper with “USA 50” written on it; 
glows yellow under ultraviolet light
Watermark: a faint 
second image of Ulysses 
S. Grant is seen when 
the bill is held up to light
EE 00000000 T 
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r EE 00000000 T
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Microprinting: yellow “50s” scattered 
around the back of the note
Color: Color-shifting
Subtle ink: the “50” 
background changes from 
colors, reds green to copper 
and blues, when the note 
added is tilted
SOURCE: Bureau of Engraving and Printing AP
Jeannine Aversa
Associated Press
WASHINGTON - A new 
$50 bill with touches of red, 
blue and yellow will be showing 
up soon at banks, in cash 
registers and wallets. A new $10 
bill also is in the works, the 
third greenback to get colorized 
to cut back on counterfeiting.
Government officials used 
one of the new $50 bills 
Tuesday morning to buy a $45 
U.S. flag, which came in a box. 
at a shop in Union Station. Old 
$50 bills will continue to be 
accepted and recirculated until 
they wear out.
As for plans 
for the new $10 
bill, Alexander 
Hamilton, the 
nation’s first 
treasury
secretary, is 
expected to stay 
on the front, 
with the
Treasury 
Department 
remaining on 
the back,
Thomas 
Ferguson, 
director of the 
Bureau of 
Engraving and 
Printing, said in 
an interview.
Various efforts have emerged 
to put former President Ronald 
Reagan on the nation’s 
currency, on the $10 bill or the 
$20 bill, or possibly the dime. 
However, thus far, they have 
gone nowhere.
The new $10 bill is expected 
to be unveiled this spring and 
put into circulation in fall 2005. 
That last time the note got a new 
look was in 2000, when 
Hamilton's portrait became 
oversized and moved slightly 
off center.
“As with the $50 and the $20. 
there will be subtle background 
tones and tints. They will be 
different from those used on the 
other two so each of the notes
will start to be even more 
distinctive and easier for people 
to differentiate quickly,” 
Ferguson said. He wouldn't say 
what the colors on the new $10 
would be.
Colors for the redesigned 
notes vary by denomination.
After the $10 makeover 
comes the $100 bill, the most 
counterfeited note outside the 
United States, Ferguson said. 
The $5 bill won’t get a new 
look, and neither will the $1 and 
$2 notes, he said.
A new $100 note was 
supposed to follow the new $50, 
but that changed because the 
bureau is considering additional 
security
features for the 
$100 bill. A 
timetable for a 
new $100 bill 
hasn't been set. 
The
colorizing 
project is part of 
a broader effort 
to make the 
bills harder to 
counterfeit, 
especially 
against the 
backdrop of 
readily
available digital 
technology.
“We’ve been 
working closely 
in cooperation ... with the 
manufacturers of ink jet 
printers, editing software, 
computer software in order to 
make it more difficult for 
people to be able to use that 
kind of technology to 
counterfeit,” Ferguson said. As 
part of that effort, certain 
technology also has been 
incorporated in the new $20 
bill, the $50 bill and eventually 
the $10, he said.
The $20 bill, the most 
counterfeited note in the United 
States, was the first to get extra 
color. Featuring touches of 
peach, blue and yellow, the new 
$20 went into circulation last 
fall.
As with the $50 
and the $20, there 
will be subtle 
background tones 
and tints.
THOMAS FERGUSON
Director of the Bureau of 
Engraving and Printing
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Strong earthquake shakes large area of California, no injuries reported
Matthew Fordahl
Associated Press
PARKFIELD Calif. — A strong 
earthquake shook the state Tuesday 
from Los Angeles to San 
Francisco, cracking pipes, breaking 
bottles of wine and knocking 
pictures from walls.
There were no immediate reports 
of any injuries from the 6.0- 
magnitude quake and its more than 
160 aftershocks.
The quake was centered about 
seven miles southeast of Parkfield, 
a town of 37 people known as 
California's earthquake capital. The 
town is one of the world’s most 
seismically active areas, located on 
the San Andreas Fault.
"Things were shaking so bad you 
couldn’t tell where to go next,” said 
Parkfield Vineyard owner Harry 
Miller, who grows 170 acres of 
wine grapes. ‘Trees shaking like 
brooms, and dust coming from 
everywhere."
The quake tipped over about 300 
cases of his wine, and five or six of 
Miller’s buildings — including his 
home — were damaged. Most of 
his water pipes burst.
The quake struck at 10:15 a.m. 
PDT and was felt along a 350-mile 
stretch, as far north as Sacramento 
and as far south as Santa Ana, 
southeast of Los Angeles. The 
center was about halfway between 
Los Angeles and San Francisco.
The very few residents of 
Parkfield — a half-dozen buildings 
on either side of a street in a valley 
surrounded by oak-studded hills — 
pride themselves on the area's 
seismic activity. Drivers into town 
pass a sign reading “Now entering 
the North American plate.”
“I’ll take my earthquakes over 
those hurricanes any day,” said 
John Vanan, a lifelong resident and 
owner of the Parkfield Cafe, where 
food spilled out of the cupboards 
Tuesday.
A magnitude-6 quake can cause 
severe damage, though any 
problems are generally far less 
severe in remote areas and places 
like California with strong building 
codes.
“This is earthquake country. It’s a 
larger earthquake than what usually 
occurs, but it's not unprecedented,” 
said U.S. Geological Survey 
spokeswoman Stephanie Hanna.
Parkfield was shaken by six 
similar 6.0 earthquakes between 
1857 and 1966. Countless smaller 
tremors constantly rattle the area, 
which is covered with just about 
every type of tool used to study 
quakes as part of a long-term 
research project.
“This will probably be the most 
well-recorded earthquake in 
history,” said Michael Blanpied of 
the USGS.
The area is 21 miles northeast of 
Paso Robles, scene of an 
earthquake that killed two people 
in December. That quake pitched 
an 1892 clock tower building onto 
the street and crushed a row of 
parked cars. It was the state's first 
deadly quake since the 6.7- 
magnitude one that hit the 
Northridge area of Los Angeles in 
1994.
Christy Gieseke, a rancher in 
nearby San Miguel, said the 
earthquake spooked her horses _ 
and her as well.
“I had just got out of the shower 
and ran outside in my dish towel. 
My chandelier was shaking. You 
could hear the ground,” Gieseke 
said. “It was totally scary.”
AP Photo / Michael A. Mariant
Seventy-six-year-old Gloria VanHom, a 60-year resident of Parkfield. reacts to the damage in her home following 
the magnitude 6.0 earthquake that struck the region Tuesday. Sept 28, 2004 in Parkfield, Calif.
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Hikers end first known continuous trek of West Coast
Michelle Morgante
Associated Press
BORDER FIELD STATE 
PARK, Calif. -- A pair of hiking 
pioneers touched the rusting 
lence at the U.S.-Mexico border 
Tuesday just as the sun was 
sinking toward the Pacific 
Ocean, completing the first 
known continuous trek of the 
1,800-mile trail down the nation's 
Pacific coast.
Nate Olive and Sarah Janes, 
ecologists from the University of 
Georgia, held hands and kissed 
as they reached the end of the so- 
called West Coast Trail, a path 
running from northwestern 
Washington state to this point in 
the southwestern comer of San 
Diego County.
“We didn’t know it was going 
to be possible just four or five 
months ago ... and now the West 
Coast Trail is reality,” Olive said. 
“It’s hard to put into words. This 
is amazing that we're done.”
Janes said, “now more people 
are going to be coming to hike
it.”
Mexican men and children 
pressed their faces up to the fence 
separating the two countries and 
shook hands 
with the couple, 
who stuck their 
feet through the 
gaps in the 
barrier to touch 
Mexican soil.
Olive, 28, of 
Atlanta, and 
Janes, 23, of 
Slidell, La., 
began their 
journey at 
Washington’s 
Cape Flattery on 
June 8.
Averaging 
nearly 20 miles a 
day, the pair 
have threaded 
their way across 
beaches, rainforests and farm 
country. They marched around, 
and sometimes through, military 
bases. In mostly urbanized 
Southern California, they had to
clamber over sea walls and
jetties, many erected by
homeowners trying to curb 
erosion, as well as dodge
sewage- 
contaminated 
rivers.
Their path and 
schedule largely 
were set by the 
moon, which 
shaped the tidal 
fluctuations that 
allowed them 
either to walk 
across dry sand 
or forced them to 
wade.
With the moon 
in its full phase 
Tuesday, the pair 
crossed their 
final waterway, 
the Tijuana River 
at low tide. The 
border fence separating the 
United States from Tijuana, 
Mexico, lay a short distance to 
the south.
The pair aimed to promote and
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I don't know 
how to put it into 
words. This is 
amazing that 
we're done.
NATE OLIVE
Hiker
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mark the West Coast Trail, parts 
of which are not yet linked, for 
the Portland, Ore.-based National 
Coast Trail Association. About 
190 of 200 miles of the trail are 
marked in Washington; 350 of 
4(X) miles in Oregon; and half of 
the 1,200 miles in California.
They also documented the trip 
online, and Olive is writing a 
book, “Dancing the Tidal Line.”
A1 LePage, the association's 
executive director, has walked 
the trail in three separate legs, but 
knows of no other hikers to finish 
the journey in one trip. It’s 
unlikely that American Indians, 
or even early day explorers, did 
so because the route was not 
practical for food collection and 
other reasons, according to 
LePage. A solo hiker attempting 
the feat is about two months 
behind Olive and Janes.
“They made history today,” 
LePage said Tuesday. “For years 
and years forever, these people 
will be remembered as the first 
thru-hikers on the West Coast 
Trail.”
Courtesy of Dmillounals.com
AP Photo / Matthew Resenhoeft
Vice President Dick Cheney applauds after his wife Lynne gave his 
introduction to the crowd during a rally at Choice Products USA in Eau 
Claire,Wl Tuesday afternoon September 28, 2004.(AP Photo/Eau Claire 
Leader-Telegram, Matthew Resenhoeft)
Cheney says Kerry not prepared to 
lead America in war on terrorism
Mike Glover
Associated Press
DUBUQUE, Iowa - Vice 
President Dick Cheney on 
Tuesday called Democratic 
presidential candidate John 
Kerry an indecisive 
opportunist who is “not 
prepared to lead America in 
the war on terror.”
Cheney acknowledged there 
are other issues in the 
presidential campaign, but he 
contended that the election 
was a referendum on who can 
best keep America safe.
“In the present conflict, he 
has shown endless vacillation 
and indecision,” Cheney said 
of Kerry during his third trip 
to Iowa in a month. “And his 
record establishes that he is 
not prepared to lead America 
in the war on terror.”
Dismissing Kerry’s plan for 
Iraq as “an echo” of President 
Bush’s strategy, the vice 
president told supporters that
Kerry has supported and 
opposed Bush on Iraq 
depending on how he assessed 
the political advantage.
“His endless back-and-forth 
on Iraq sends a message of 
confusion and shows that he is 
not ready for the 
responsibilities of commander 
in chief,” Cheney said.
Democrats offered a counter 
to Cheney’s criticism by 
hosting a rally in Dubuque for 
Democratic National
Committee Chairman Terry 
McAuliffe, who led about 200 
activists to the local auditor’s 
office to drop off absentee 
ballots.
“Voters are fed up with the 
Bush administration’s wrong 
choices in Iraq and Dick 
Cheney’s favors for 
Halliburton,” McAuliffe said. 
Before he was elected vice 
president, Cheney ran the 
Texas-based corporation that 
has been awarded billions of 
dollars in government projects
in Iraq.
Dubuque, which is heavily 
blue-collar, long has been a 
Democratic stronghold. 
However, it also is heavily 
Catholic and socially 
conservative, and Republicans 
have sought to make gains in 
the region with their 
opposition to abortion and gay 
marriage.
At an evening rally in Eau 
Claire, Wis., about 200 miles 
north of where Kerry was
prepping for Thursday’s 
debate against Bush, Cheney 
criticized the Democrat for 
saying that under his 
leadership more of America's 
friends would speak with one 
voice on Iraq.
“That seemed a little odd 
coming from a guy who 
doesn’t speak with one voice 
himself,” Cheney said, 
prompting audience chants of 
“flip flop, flip flop.”
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Big House 
Bash Giveaway
Hey Lakers -
Wanna ride first class with your Championship Football 
team to watch the Bash at the Big House November 6th?
Thanks to the Lanthorn and the Athletic Department, 
THIS IS YOUR CHANCE!
One lucky winner will receive:
2 tickets to the game 
2 sideline passes 
1 night stay in the team's hotel 
and...
a bus ride to Ann Arbor with the team - 
UP CLOSE AND PERS0NAU
To enter, please fill out the entry form attached to this ad 
and turn it in at the Lanthorn office in Lower Commons.
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. Must be a GVSU student. Limit on* antry per student. All 
entries will be entered into a drawing that will start on September ait* 2004. The 
registration form can bo turned Into the Lanthorn office In Lower CofitfilOUs. One 
winner will be chosen on October 21, 2004. The prize winner will bo Notified via phone 
or e-mail. Odds of winning depend on the number of eligible entries receive*. Two 
alternate winners will be drawn, only to be used If the prize winner • kodNHble. The 
Athletic Department end the Unthorn are not responsible for lost, lets or misdirected 
entries. In addition, they ere also not responsible for any injuries, lessee, damages of 
any kind, canted In whole or In part, directly or Indirectly, by any priee Of resulting 
from acceptance, possession, use or misuse of any prize or participation bthli promo­
tion THIS INCLUDES LOST OR STOLEN PACKAGE ITEMS. The winner mudt present a
f41a§rll& A
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valid GVSU student ID .
Name: 
Phone number: 
E-mail address:
[ Located on the corner of 48th Ave. and Lake Michigan Dr. in front of the Sleep Inn • 616.895.1234 ]
$2.25 20 oz. Domestic Drafts
Sunday NFL Ticket
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“Sky Captain and the World of Tomorrow”
Brent Mata
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grade: C+
“Sky Captain and the World of 
Tomorrow” is a visually 
stunning film that enchants 
viewers with the power of its 
fantasy. This film is another 
example of how computer 
generated imagery can 
artistically complement a movie 
in a less obvious fashion than 
through enormous explosions 
and mind boggling stunts. “Sky
Captain” has plenty of stunts 
that defy the laws of physics, but 
the atmosphere surrounding this 
film allows audiences to accept 
scenes that feel tom right out of 
a comic book.
Jude Law plays Joe “Sky 
Captain” Sullivan who’s hailed 
out of the clouds by the city of 
New York, which is being 
rampaged by giant robots. 
Gwyneth Paltrow is the 
mischievous field reporter Polly 
Perkins who does anything to 
get her story including hitching 
an unwanted ride with “Sky 
Captain” Sullivan, her ex-fling. 
As the two mismatched 
lovebirds discover a connection 
between the robots and the 
disappearance of scientists, they 
take off around the world to 
discover clues to the origin of 
the creatures.
“Sky Captain and the World of 
Tomorrow” has an Indiana Jones 
feel combined with a 50s comic 
book look. The movie is at times
both incredibly fun and 
strenuously boring. The film was 
shot in six weeks and completely 
on blue screen by Flint alumni 
Kerry Conran. The actors had to 
envision all of their 
surroundings and most props. An 
interesting aspect of “Sky 
Captain” is seeing Paltrow and 
Law, lead actors used to 
depending on surroundings as a 
tool, in almost a stage-show 
performance. At times they seem 
to be playing pretend in a 
backyard.
The film keeps viewers bound 
to it by the charm of its 
characters, though their 
relationships aren’t equipped 
with such gravity. The story 
lacks structure, leaving viewers 
waiting for the plot to catch up 
with your interest. “Sky Captain 
and the World of Tomorrow” 
soars above the expectations of 
artistic quality and is a 
worthwhile time in the theater.
Shaun of the Dead reviewed
Brent Mata
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grade: B
The latest addition to 
Hollywood’s un-dead flicks is 
the British hit “Shaun of the 
Dead.” With past zombie movies 
being carbon copy duds, not 
counting “28 Days Later,” also a 
British rendition of the genre, it 
is not surprising that a comedy 
would be the best out of the line.
Shaun, played by Simon Pegg 
seems to have a lot on his mind. 
His flat mate wants Shaun to 
kick his slacker best friend Ed 
(Nick Frost) out of the 
apartment. His girlfriend, Liz
(Kate Ashfield), wants Shaun to 
prove he’s more committed, 
which includes keeping Ed away 
long enough for them to have a 
romantic outing Liz’s friends 
want him to stop hanging out at 
the local pub (and with Ed) and 
his coworkers at the electronics 
store pay him no respect what- 
so-ever. Just when things seem 
to go from bad to worst, Shaun 
and Ed find themselves in the 
middle of a zombie-plagued 
London.
Battle-ready with dangerous 
weapons like a record collection, 
they set out to save Liz and 
Shaun’s dear old mum and wait 
at the pub until the whole thing 
blows over.
Since George Romero’s 
“Night of the Living Dead” and 
their cult classic sequels, there 
have been re-makes and 
renditions that have not explore 
anything interesting or new. 
“Shaun of the Dead” is a witty 
parody with likable characters 
audiences hold onto throughout 
their ordeal. The movie makes 
quirky remarks about society 
already being zombies (Shaun 
doesn’t realize the monsters are 
mindlessly walking the streets 
because in essence he does the 
same when he’s drunk/waking 
up/dragging himself to work). It 
also has the power to balance its 
humor amazingly with short bits 
of intelligent drama.
“Shaun of the Dead” is 
wonderfully funny and 
insatiably dark. Unlike the 
recent predecessors, this zombie 
movie takes a turn for 
cartoonish, over-the-top gore 
undoubtedly influenced by the 
original “Dawn of the Dead” and 
“Day of the Dead” films. With 
its purposeful laugh ability 
combined with suspense, 
"Shaun of the Dead” is a perfect 
mix for a good time at the 
movies.
Free* Prey nancy Confimcation/
Lakeshore Pregnancy Center
842-7510 or 218-9453
M, W, TH 12-4 or by appt.
Help' — Counseling, referrals, etc.
THhe- i^awi~ho\^v\
H~o \^c^YV\\v\d 
inov -/~o OG'Ic'btra'te'
http://www.alcoholalert.com/index.html
Moments in time
The History Channel
• On Oct. 13, 1845, a majority 
of the citizens of the independent 
Republic of Texas approve a 
proposed constitution, which 
when accepted by the Congress 
will make Texas the 28th U.S. 
state.
• On Oct. 14, 1939, Ralph 
Lauren, the designer and 
purveyor of a line of popular 
clothes that sought to capture the 
"spirit of the West," is bom in 
New York.
• On Oct. 11, 1968, Apollo 7, 
the first manned Apollo mission, 
is launched. During its 11 days in 
orbit, the three-man crew under 
the command of Walter M. 
Schirra Jr. would transmit the 
first live television broadcasts
• 12:00 PM to 12:00 PM - 
Tulipanes Latino Art and Film 
Festival at various locations in 
Holland region
• 12:00 PM to 1:00 AM 
Mommy Lunches for Faculty/Staff 
at the Women’s Center
• 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM - Arts at 
Noon Series - Organist Carolyn 
Shuster-Foumier at the Cook- 
DeWitt Center
• 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM - Why 
do they hate us? Analyzing 
Western cultural diplomacy in the 
Arab world at Kirkhof Center in 
room 204 Pere Marquette
• 1:00 PM — Iraq and Palestine: 
Reflections on Arab and American 
Perspectives at Kirkhof Center in 
rtx)m 250 Grand River Room
• 5:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Man on Fire at Kirkhof Center
• 5:00 PM — Student Senate 
Public Comment in room 204 Pere 
Marquette in Kirkhof Center
• 5:15 PM to 11:00 PM — 
Student Senate General Assembly 
Meeting at Eberhard Center-Pew 
Campus
• 6:00 PM — Women Only 12- 
Step Meetings at the Women’s 
Center
• 7:00 PM — Ringling Bros. And 
Bamum & Bailey Circus at the Van 
Andel Arena
• 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM - RAD 
(Rape Aggression Defense) 
Training at FH Multipurpose RM 
B-30
• 7:30 PM to 9:00 PM 
Campus Ministry Cook Out at the 
Clock Tower
• 8:30 PM to 11:45 PM 
Panhellenic Recruitment at the 
Kirkhof Center
• 10:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Man on Fire at the Kirkhof Center
Friday. October 1
• 12:00 PM to 12:00 PM - 
Tulipanes Latino Art and Film 
Festival at various locations in 
Holland Region
• 3:00 PM - GVSU Women’s 
Tennis VS. Mercyhurst College at 
FH Tennis Courts 1 -6
• 4:00 PM to 9:30 PM - 
Panhellenic Recruitment at the 
Kirkhof Center
• 5:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Man on Fire at Kirkhof Center
• 7:00 PM — Ringling Bros. And 
Bamum & Bailey Circus at the Van 
Andel Arena
• 7:30 PM to 10:00 PM - 
MEASURE FOR MEASURE at 
the Performing Arts Center LAT
• 9:00 PM-2:00 AM - LAKER 
LATE NIGHT At the Kirkhof 
Center
• 10:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Man on Fire at the Kirkhof Center
from Earth orbit.
• On Oct. 16, 1976, "Disco 
Duck," a satiric send-up of the 
1970s disco craze, becomes a No. 
1 hit. The song was written by 
Memphis disc jockey Rick Dees, 
who would go on to become one 
of the most popular disk jockeys 
in the country.
• On Oct. 17, 1989, the 
deadliest earthquake to hit the 
San Francisco area since 1906 
strikes at 5:04 p.m., moments 
before the start of Game 3 of the 
World Series in Candlestick Park. 
The earthquake killed 63 people, 
injured 3,000 others and 
damaged more than 100,000 
buildings.
• On Oct. 15,1991, after a bitter 
confirmation hearing, the U.S.
• 10:00 AM - GVSU Women’s 
Tennis VS. Ashland University at 
FH Tennis Courts 1-6
• 10:30 AM to 3:15 PM - 
Panhellenic Recruitment at 
Kirkhof Center
• 12:00 PM - Men’s Club 
Soccer vs. Ferris State University 
at FH Varsity Soccer Field
• 12:00 PM to 12:00 AM - 
Tulipanes Latino Art and Film 
Festival at various locations in the 
Holland Region
• GVSU Women’s Rugby VS. 
Ferris State University at 
Intramural Fields next to Laker 
Village
• 4:00 PM — Men’s Club Soccer 
vs. Wright State University at FH 
Varsity Soccer Field
• 5:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Man on Fire at Kirkhof Center
• 7:00 PM - John Michael 
Montgomery Concert at the 
Deltaplex
• 7:00 PM — Ringling Bros. And 
Bamum & Bailey Circus at the Van 
Andel Arena
• 7:30 PM to 10:00 PM - 
MEASURE FOR MEASURE at 
Performing Arts Center LAT
• 9:00 PM to 2:00 AM - 
LAKER LATE NIGHT - DO 
SOMETHING! in Kirkhof Center
• 9:00 PM to 2:00 AM - "The 
Black Out” Party (Wear Black) in 
Kirkhof
• 1():(X) PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Man on Fire at Kirkhof Center
Sunday. October 3
• 10:30 AM to 3:45 PM - 
Panhellenic Recruitment at 
Kirkhof Center
• 12:00 PM - Men's Club 
Soccer vs. Purdue University at FH 
Varsity Soccer Field
• 12.00 PM to 12:00 PM - 
Tulipanes Latino Art and Film 
Festival at various locations in the 
Holland Region
• 2:00 PM to 5:00 PM - 
MEASURE FOR MEASURE at 
Performing Arts Center LAT
• 4:30 PM to 5:30 PM - 
Catholic Student Mass at CDC 
Auditorium
• 5:00 PM — Movie: Johnson 
Family Vacation at Kirkhof Center
• 8:00 PM to 9:00 PM - Sunday 
Evening Worship Celebration at 
CDC Auditorium
• 10:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Johnson Family Vacation at 
Kirkhof Center
Monday. October 4 •
• 8:00 AM — Art Gallery Exhibit 
- Fall Arts Celebration at 
Performing Arts Center 1121
• 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM - 
Study Smarter. Not Harder at 204
Senate votes 52 to 48 to confirm 
Clarence Thomas to the U.S. 
Supreme Court. Thomas seemed 
headed for an easy confirmation 
until Anita Hill, a former aide, 
stepped forward and accused him 
of sexual harassment.
• On Oct. 12. 2000, a motorized 
rubber dinghy loaded with 
explosives blows a 40-by-40-foot 
hole in the side of the USS Cole, 
a U.S. Navy destroyer refueling 
at Aden, Yemen. Seventeen 
sailors were killed and 38 
wounded in the attack, which 
was carried out by two suicide 
bombers alleged to be members 
of Osama bin Laden's al-Qaida 
terrorist network.
(c) 2004 King Features Synd., 
Inc.
Calendar
STU
• 5:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Johnson Family Vacation at 
Kirkhof Center
• 6:30 PM — "Tour of the 
Americas 2004: Tribute to Pablo 
Neruda" at the Cook DeWitt 
Center
• 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM - RAD 
(Rape Aggression Defense) 
Training at FH Multipurpose RM 
B-30
• 7:00 PM to 8:30 PM - Music 
and Songs of Latin America: 
Tribute to Pablo Neruda At CDC 
Auditorium
• 10:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Johnson Family Vacation at 
Kirkhof Center
Tuesday. October 5
• 8:(X) AM — Art Gallery Exhibit
- Fall Arts Celebration at 
Performing Arts Center 1121
• 12:00 PM to 1:00 AM - 
Unveiling Of The Silent Witness at 
the Clock tower
• 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM - 
Intramural 6-on-6 Volleyball 
Captain's Meeting at FH Room 145
• 4:(X) PM to 5:00 PM - 
Planning for Graduate and 
Professional Education at 204 STU
• 5:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Johnson Family Vacation at 
Kirkhof Center
• 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM - Guest 
Artist Series. N. Ravikiran 
performs Indian music at Sherman 
Van Solkema Recital Hall in PAC
• 10:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Johnson Family Vacation at 
Kirkhof Center
Wednesday. October 6
• 8:00 AM — Art Gallery Exhibit
- Fall Arts Celebration at Art 
Gallery -PAC 1121
• 1:00 PM — Men's Rugby vs. 
University of Michigan at fields 
behind Laker Village
• 1:00 PM to 2:00 PM - 
Survivor Support Group at 204 
STU
• 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM — Careers 
in Communications: A Panel 
Discussion of GVSU Alumni at 
Kirkhof Center RM 204 Pere 
Marquette
• 5:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Johnson Family Vacation at 
Kirkhof Center
• 8:00 PM — Take Back the 
Night - DO SOMETHING! Event, 
come collect your 'U' sticker!!! At 
Kirkhof Center RM 250
• 8:00 PM to 8:55 PM - 
Discussion Group, Bible Study 
with Fr John (using Fr. McBride's 
Catholic College Catechism - 
provided); also Current Political 
Events at CDC Conference Room
• 10:00 PM - FREE MOVIE: 
Johnson Family Vacation at 
Kirkhof Center
What's on tap: Events
Thursday. September 30 Saturday. Otiuber 2
The Original Celebrated
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On the tip of 
your tongue: 
Trivia test
Fifi Rodriquez
1. GEOGRAPHY: What body of 
water separates the Atlantic 
Ocean and the Mediterranean 
Sea?
2. LITERATURE: Who wrote 
"Far from the Madding Crowd"?
3. POP CULTURE: When did 
Hugh Hefner found "Playboy" 
magazine?
4. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE: 
Which sign of the Zodiac has the 
bull as its symbol?
5. MUSIC: How many No. 1 
singles did the Beatles have in 
the United States?
6. HISTORY: What empire was 
ruled by Justinian I?
7. MOVIES: Who starred as 
secret agent Matt Helm in a 
series of movies in the 1960s?
X. MYTHOLOGY: How many 
labors was Hercules forced to 
perform?
9. ANCIENT WORLD: Which 
Egyptian leader built the Great 
Pyramid at Giza?
10. PRESIDENTS: Who 
succeeded John Kennedy as U.S. 
president after Kennedy was 
assassinated?
Answers
1. Strait of Gibraltar
2. Thomas Hardy
3. 1953
4. Taurus
5. 20
6. Byzantine
7. Dean Martin
8. 12 labors
9. Cheops
10. Lyndon Johnson
(c) 2(X)4 King Features Synd., 
Inc.
Puzztes
ACROSS
1 Striker’s foe
5 Second page, 
perh.
8 Seize onto
12 Apple or pear
13 Eggs
14 - Park, N.Y.
15 Officer’s off­
spring?
17 Pearl Mosque 
site
18 Animal track
19 It helps if you 
break your 
word
21 Snack
24 “Eureka!"
25 Unfriendly
28 Frail
30 Caviar, essen­
tially
33 Co-exist
34 Pole dance?
35 “Platoon" set­
ting
36 Implore
37 Dubious reply
38 Sends out 
invitations
39 Cleo’s slayer
41 East Ruther­
ford cagers
43 Singer 
Michael
46 Sudden 
onrush
50 Mayberry 
moppet
51 Tall cupboards
54 Labyrinth
King Crossword
55 Compete 9 Domestic 34 Fat removal,
56 Harvest chickens for short
57 Indulged in 10 Shrek, e.g. 38 Have longings
extortion 11 React in pain 40 Trusty horse
58 Thither 16 Sis’ sib 42 General
59 Uncomplicated 20 Singer Ono named on
22 Do laps in the Chinese
DOWN pool menus
1 Resorts inter­ 23 Brawny type 43 Broadway flop
national? 25 Urban trans­ 44 October stone
2 Big biz abbr. port 45 Almost black
3 Bullets 26 Tramcar con­ 47 Precinct
4 Past tents 48 Afternoon
5 Supporting 27 Make lawfully affairs
6 Zsa Zsa’s sis valid 49 Catch sight of
7 Dog owner’s 29 “Rock- - Baby" 52 “Flying Down
chore 31 Erstwhile to -"
8 Board-meeting acorn 53 Chaps
chart 32 Type squares
© 2004 King Features Synd., Inc.
SPORTS QUIZ
Chris Richcreek
1. Who was the last second 
baseman to win the American 
League Most Valuable Player 
award?
2. How many perfect games 
were thrown in the major 
leagues during the ’60s?
3. Name the Super Bowl winner 
that had the greatest difference 
between its offensive and 
defensive team rankings during 
the regular season.
4. In 2002 and 2003, the Big 12 
Conference sent two teams to 
the NCAA men’s basketball 
tournament each year. Name the 
teams.
5. Kevin Stevens was the first 
NHL player to record 50 goals 
and 200 penalty minutes in the 
same season (1991-92 with 
Pittsburgh). Who was the second 
to do it?
6. When was the last time before 
2004 that the U.S. men swept the 
top three spots in the Olympic 
400-meter sprint?
7. During the 2003 PGA season, 
three golfers won four or more 
times. Name them.
Answers
1. Nellie Fox of the Chicago 
White Sox in 1959.
2. Three — Jim Bunning in 1964, 
Sandy Koufax in 1965 and 
Catfish Hunter in 1968.
3. The Tampa Bay Buccaneers, 
who won Super Bowl XXXVII, 
were No. 1 in defense and No. 
24 in offense during the 2002 
season.
4. Kansas and Oklahoma in
2002, and Kansas and Texas in
2003.
5. Gary Roberts of the Calgary 
Flames, also in 1991-92.
6. In 1988, Steve Lewis, Butch 
Reynolds and Danny Everett 
finished 1-2-3 in the 400-meter 
sprint.
7. Davis Love III, Vijay Singh 
and Tiger Woods.
(c) 2004 King Features Synd., 
Inc.
HOCUS-FOCUS BYHENRY BOLTINOFF
FIND AT LEAST 6 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PANELS.
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions - 
forward, backward, up, down and diagonally
Board Cross Moon Sponsored
Cake Elephant Side Take for a
Cat Intentional Sky Walk the
Charity Jay Sleep
©2004 by King Features Syndicate. Inc World rights reserved
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Ad Rates for Students, 
Faculty and Staff
Classified rates for students, 
faculty and staff: First 20 words, $3 
minimum charge, then 15 cents per 
additional word, payable in 
advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize 
or capitalize words in your 
classified, add 10 cents per word. 
To box an ad: $2.00 extra.
Deadline is 10 a.m. Monday for 
that week's issue.
Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-331-2460, or 
leave a message on our after- 
hours answering machine. Fax 
number is 616-331-2465. Office 
hours: 9-4, Monday through
Friday.
Standard of Acceptance
The Grand Valley Lanthom 
reserves the right to edit or reject 
any advertisement at any time and 
to place all advertisements under 
proper classification.
Advertising
Classifications:
Automotive
Birthdays 
Employment 
For Sale 
Housing 
Lost & Found 
Miscellaneous 
Notices 
Personals 
Roommates 
Services 
Wanted
Commercial Rates
Classified word ads: First 20 
words, $6 minimum charge, then 
20 cents per additional word, 
payable in advance. To boldface, 
italicize or capitalize words in your 
classified, add 10 cents per word. 
To box an ad: $2.00 extra. 
Classified display rate is $8.75 per 
column inch.
Advertising Deadlines
See word 
games, B7
— King Crossword —
Answers
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READ THELANTHORN
Fortified with 8 essential vitamins and mineral
Motors
at or below wholesale
r
* inquire about our 
detailing services
866.878.98lO
www.m4motors.com
FOR SALE
Couch (Sofa Sleeper) & Loveseat 
$125 OBO, Mountain Bike $10, 
Mirror $10, Glass table $30, Floor 
Lamps $5, Call Marie at 895-5188. 
(9/30)
BIRTHDAYS
Happy 22nd Birthday Ricky! Love, 
Paddy.
Happy Birthday AJ & Rich! Hope 
they’re awesome. From the 
Lanthorn staff.
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell 
the world for just $3.00 (student 
pricing). Stop by the Lanthorn 
office, 100 Commons, for more 
details, (tf)
EMPLOYMENT
Westshore Communications, a 
leading wireless communications 
company in West Michigan is 
looking for a part time inside sales 
representative. Must have good 
presentation skills and a drive for 
results. Position will be in our 
Allendale location. We offer a 
competitive wage and 
commissions. If you fit this profile, 
please email to:
rob@westshorecomm.com or mail 
to Sales Manager at 56 E. 
Lakewodd Blvd., Suite 30, Holland, 
Ml 49424 (9/30)
HIRING CAR CLEANERSI Come 
join the team at Enterprise Rent-A- 
Car! We need dependable 
individuals to work part time helping 
us wash and clean cars! A 
satisfactory driving record and valid 
driver’s license are essential. You 
must be at least 18 years old. 
Please apply in person at our 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car office 
located at 1170 28th St. SE in 
Grand Rapids, T-Th. 9-5. 
E.O.E.M/F/D/V (9/30)
Student Work
Excellent starting pay 4-8 
week work program. May 
continue around classes. 
Sales service conditions exist. 
www.workforstudents.com 
(12/9)
The Railside Underground is 
accepting applications for 
hostessing, waitressing and 
bartending positions. Call 616-738- 
0900 or email Dave @ 
stantoncorners.com. (11/4)
Get paid for your opinions! Earn 
$15—$125 and more per survey! 
www.moneyforsurveys.com (10/14)
The Lanthorn is currently 
looking for cartoonists, writers 
and distribution staff for the 
upcoming school year. For 
more information and an 
application, stop by the 
Lanthorn at 100 Commons or 
e-mail
business@lanthom.com.(tf)
Back to School Openings
Great pay, flexible around 
classes, customer
sales/service. No experience 
needed. Conditions exist. 616- 
257-8509 
(12/9)
Spring Break 2005 w/STS, 
America’s #1 Student Tour 
Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call 
for group discounts. 
Info/Reservations 1-800-648-4849 
www.ststravel.com (12/9)
HOUSING
3 Bedroom Duplex in Heritage Hill 
looking for 1 roommate. Currently 
there are two guys living there. 
Huge place, new appliances 
including laundry. $427/Month. Call 
248-3015 (9/30)
Still Looking For Affordable 
Housing? Spacious 2 
bedroom units, Convenient to 
campus, Laundry facilities, 
most utilities included. Lake 
Michigan Drive Apartments 
4415 Lake Michigan Dr. 616- 
892-9400 
(10/21)
Real Affordable, Nice, clean, 4 
bedroom duplex, No pets, no 
parties, washer/Dryer 2 miles from 
GVSU. Nice landlord. Cell 616-566- 
2076, home 616-748-0619. 
Available now or winter 
semester.(9/30)
Rent 2 bedroom Apt. 1/2 mile from 
Downtown G.R. 554 Fremont at 
Lane St. Exit 196. Kitchen, Dining 
Room, Living Room, 2 bedrooms. 
Newly remodeled, quiet 
neighborhood. $700.00 per month, 
utilities included. 616-458-1779
House for Sale: 114 Valley 
NW, eight blocks from Devos 
Campus on bus line. Four 
bedrooms, 2 new full baths, 
newly renovated kitchen, new 
windows, new roof, like new 
house. Off street parking. Call 
Denise, 241-0554 
(10/7)
Jenison Townhouse
2 Bedroom, 1 1/2 baths,
washer/dryer, central air, 
dishwasher, quiet, 616-667-1210, 
616-454-0754, 616-457-3158
(9/30)
LOST & FOUND
Lost and Found ads are FREE for 
the first insertion!! 25 words 
maximum. Email
lanthom@gvsu.edu
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Spring Break Bahamas Celebrity
DRILY HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY-FRIDAY 4PM-7PM
DRinK SPECIALS
Tuesdays
$2 EVERYTHING 
9-12 pm
Wednesdays
$1 Domestics 
& Well drinks 
1/2 off everything else
9-l2pm
hue music
Jedi Mind Trip 10/06
The Unit (Skinny Fat) 10/13 
The Killer Flamingos 10/20 
The Green Room 10/27
DoncE music
Thurs, fri, Sat
Top 40, Dance Remix 
& Progressive Dance
438 BRIDGE IIUI 
GRfiDD RAPIDS
SUNDAY IZPM-2AM
Open for LUNCH DAILY
O'TOOLES,
^ PUBLIC HOUSE ^
Hours of Operation ^
W-SATURDAYIIAM-2AM Tuesdays
$1 Domestic Drafts 9*12am 
1/2 Off Appetizers 9*1 am
Wednesdays
$1 Domestic Beers &
$1 Well Drinks 9-12am 
1/2 Off Appetizers 9-1 am
Full food menu until 1am every night of the week 
Happy Hour from 4-7pm Mon-Fri
$2.00 Dud Light and $$.00 20oz Budweiser Drafts
At all times with college ID
Bloody Sundays 
$4.00 Burgers & Fries until Midnight
$>.00 F>lixxfy M.'irij Bar ALL Daij & ALL Nicjit! 
Over 60 Sauces, Mixes, and Specs to enoose from1
GOOD FOOD GOOD PEOPLE GR^T BEER!
448 BRIDGE NW Wf ^V 
GRAND RAPIDS v A
**
The copy deadline for classified 
advertising is at noon on Monday; 
classified display advertising 
deadline is 10 a.m. Monday. Bring 
or send your copy to the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn, 100 Commons.
All classifieds must be paid in 
advance, thank you, until credit is 
established.
Party Cruise! 5 Days $299! Includes 
Meals, Parties! Cancun, Acapulco, 
Nassau, Jamaica From $459! 
Panama City & Daytona $159! 
www.springbreaktravel.com 1-800- 
678-6386 (12/9)
CHRISTIANITY ON CAMPUS. Visit 
“This I Believe" Fall Discussion 
Series, Thursday Nights at 9:00 
Kirkhof Center Room 104, ONLINE 
www.graceprc.org (12/9)
Sigma Alpha Lambda is a 
National Leadership and 
Honors Organization 
recognizing academic 
achievement and focusing on 
service and mentoring 
in the community. With over 
40 chapters across the 
country, Sigma Alpha 
Lambda is seeking motivated 
students to assist in starting a 
local
chapter (3.0 GPA Required). 
Contact the Director of 
Chapter Development 
at rminer@salhonors.org 
(10/14)
Now Booking Bands. Hungry Heart 
Cafe. 701 West Fulton, 233-3202, 
All Ages - Smoke- Free Zone. 
(9/30)
NOTICES
READERS CAUTION
Ads appearing on this page may 
involve a charge for phone calls, 
booklets, information, CODs, etc. 
Reply with caution, (tf)
Student Organizations
The Grand Valley Lanthorn offers 
student organizations to promote 
themselves through free 
announcements published as Club 
Notes in the Laker Life section. E- 
mail your information, 150 word 
limit, to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)
PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love 'em. Wish a 
friend good luck. Lift someone's 
spirit. Put it in writing. Make it 
public. Lanthorn Personals are a 
great way to let someone know you 
care. Call 616-331-2460 for more 
information.(tf)
Writers
Get published and get paid. The 
Lanthorn is seeking essays, very 
short storied, poetry and opinion 
columns that relate to campus 
issues and themes. Humor pieces 
especially wanted. E-mail the editor 
at editorial@lanthorn.com (tf)
News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthorn editorial 
staff appreciates your news tips and 
story ideas. Please help us make 
news available to the public. E-mail 
your tip to lanthorn@gvsu.edu (tf)
HIS E M AR
CINEMARK - GRANDVILLE
•Early Bird Specials 
•Bargain Matinees 
•Student Dfsr ounts
For tickets ond showtimes visit
cinemork.com
VUb ton Nfttv n son* FIS dmrttm m mo#
i
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David Knapp, Arts and Entertainment Editor 
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Main stage play ‘measures’ up
Matt Bryant, Megan Johnson and Ken Phelps rehearse an act from 
Shakespeare's A Midsummer's Night Dream as part of the GVSU 
production of Bard to Go.
David Knapp
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The Grand Valley State 
University drama department 
will present the enticing 
theatrical production Measure 
for Measure as the feature 
performance in the 
Shakespeare Festival. The 
opening production of the play 
will be held on Friday, Oct. 
1st, kicking off the festival.
Measure for Measure 
conveys a story that can only 
be described as a play that 
“hath no deaths but brings 
many near it.” It looks at the 
many issues that are involved 
in everyday life. With the 
upcoming election and issues 
that are examined in today’s 
world, the play is quite 
relevant to most. The 
theatrical production looks at 
“what constitutes true 
leadership, public
accountability and healthy 
social morality.”
One of the main themes in 
Measure for Measure is that in 
order to maintain a successful
law and order system, rules 
and regulations are a must. 
The production speaks of a 
man’s actions and its results. 
It places emphasis that there is 
a need for mercy, no matter 
how strict a system is. 
“Measure for measure” is, in 
fact, a hint toward pure 
justice, no mercy. The play 
urges the fact that justice has 
to be tempered with mercy. 
This way laws and order can 
be conducted without fault.
The play revolves around 
duke who hands over his 
power to his deputy, Angelo. 
The duke does this only to see 
how affairs will unfold in his 
city. Angelo quickly exposes 
his true self and attempts to 
enforce his beliefs on the 
people. He, however, makes a 
mistake when he forces 
himself on a young nun, 
Isabella. The play forms along 
many plot twists and character 
thoughts.
Measure for Measure stars 
and features guest artists Paul 
Riopelle and Bradley Mott. 
Both actors have performed
nationally and have successful 
careers. Mott has even been 
seen on the TV show 
Roseanne. Local artist 
Christopher Weaver will also 
be featured in the play as a 
duel role. He has performed 
locally in Romeo and Juliet. 
Mainstream actors, however, 
are not the only stars in the 
play. Student actors are also a 
big part of Measure for 
Measure: Seniors Matt
Wilson, as Claudio, and Scott 
Lange as Angelo. The leading 
actresses in the play are all 
returning thespians from past 
GVSU productions. Actresses 
include Chelsea Opdyke in the 
leading role as the nun, 
Isabella, Candice Rowland as 
Mariana and Claire Walsh and 
Mistress Overdone.
The play, which is generally 
performed authentically, has 
been updated during its’ 
GVSU performance. The 
costumes and theatrical design 
of the play have been changed 
to give a more contemporary 
look.
“It’s not stodgy
Shakespeare,” said
choreographer and festival 
director Robin Reese in an 
interview for GVSU News and 
Information. "This production 
is designed to be fresh and 
alive, yet it’s well acted and 
true to Shakespeare’s writing 
so that those with a more 
classical sophistication will
enjoy it as well. It really 
appeals to a wide audience, 
which is the festival’s intent.”
Measure for Measure will be 
playing on Oct. 1,2, 7, 8 and 9 
at 7:30 p.m., Oct. 3, 9 and 10 
at 2 p.m. and Oct. 5, 6 and 8 at 
10 a.m.
No ‘hoity-toity’ Shakespeare here
■ Grand Valley 
holds its eleventh 
annual Shakespeare 
Festival Ibis year
Erin Klitzke
Grand Valley Lanthorn
It’s a return to the age of 
Glorianna, Queen Elizabeth I of 
England this October at Grand 
Valley State University. The 
Shakespeare Festival at GVSU 
begins Oct. 1 with a speech by 
guest scholar Barbara Moat and 
closes on Nov. 6 with a 
performance by Bard To Go.
This year’s Shakespeare 
Festival features an array of 
shows and activities including 
the annual Renaissance Festival, 
performances by GVSU students 
as part of Bard To Go, 
presentations by Shakespeare 
Scholar Dr. Barbara Moat, and 
the festival’s main stage 
production, “Measure for 
Measure.”
Grand Valley has carried the 
tradition of the Shakespeare 
Festival for 11 years. The first 
annual festival was in 1993. Two 
years later, in 1995, the student- 
run Renaissance Festival 
became part of the Shakespeare 
Festival tradition.
Bard to Go is a recent 
tradition, now in its fourth year 
as part of the Shakespeare 
Festival. It replaced “green 
shows” performed on campus at 
random.
Through the years, the 
Shakespeare Festival has 
featured many of the Bard's 
works, both as main stage 
productions and as selections 
featured in Bard to Go 
performances. This year's main 
stage production, Shakespeare's 
“Measure for Measure,” kicks 
off the season for GVSU's 
School of Communications 
theater program.
Bard To Go, directed this year 
by Associate Professor of 
Theater Karen Libman, 
performs selections from various 
Shakespearean works. Bard to 
Go is the traveling troupe for the 
Shakespeare Festival, and 
appears at schools throughout 
West Michigan. In the last three 
years, Bard To Go has played to 
more than 4,000 students.
“By going to the schools, we
fulfill a GVSU mission of 
serving our community while 
furthering our academic 
studies,” Libman said.
Bard to Go makes the works of 
Shakespeare more accessible to 
audiences.
“This ain’t your hoity-toity 
Shakespeare,” Libman said. 
“We’re taking off the kid gloves 
and jumping right in to the 
richness of the comedy, the 
fullness of the tragedy, the 
delight of the language, and the 
possibilities of the play ... we’re 
presenting the plays of the Bard 
- not the works.”
This year’s selection is 
“Lovestruck,” which will feature 
scenes from “Hamlet,” "A 
Midsummer Night’s Dream,” 
“Othello.” “The Merchant of 
Venice,” “The Taming of the 
Shrew” and “The Tempest." 
Bard to Go will perform for the 
public at Loosemoore 
Auditorium to close the Festival 
on Nov. 6.
For years, the university has 
hosted a guest scholar as part of 
its Shakespeare celebration, and 
this year is no exception. This 
year’s guest scholar. Dr. Barbara 
Moat is the director of academic- 
programs at the Folger 
Shakespeare Library in 
Washington. D.C. and an editor 
of Shakespeare Quarterly, a 
scholarly journal.
Moat will make two lecture 
presentations during her visit at 
GVSU. The first is entitled 
“Shakespeare's Reading” and 
will be held at the University 
Club downtown at 4 p.m. on 
Oct. 1. The second is a lecture 
about the Folger Library and 
begins at 10 a.m. on Oct. 2 at 
Loosemore Auditorium. Both 
lectures are free to the public.
Two other visitors to the 
Shakespeare Festival are guest 
artists Bradley Mott, who 
appeared in last year’s “Henry 
the IV, part 1” as Falstaff, and 
Paul Riopelle, a graduate of the 
American Musical and Dramatic 
Academy in New York and 
veteran of many shows. Both 
will appear in “Measure for 
Measure,” which opens on Oct. 
1 and closes Oct. 10.
Possibly the most unique 
offering of Grand Valley's 
Shakespeare Festival is the 
Renaissance Festival, an event 
organized and run by students. 
This makes it a one-of-a- kind 
event with a tradition almost as 
long as the Shakespeare Festival
Grand Valley student Kristy Eason faces off against an opponent at tournament during last year’s Renaissance 
Festival. Once again this year the Renaissance Festival is part of the Shakespeare Festival and takes place Oct. 9 
and 10, coinciding with Family Weekend. ________________________________________
itself.
“The Renaissance Festival and 
the Shakespeare Festival have 
worked closely together for 
almost the entire length of their 
mutual existence,” said Jennifer 
Willard, vice president of the 
Grand Valley Renaissance 
Festival.
This year's Renaissance 
Festival coincides with GVSU's 
annual Family Weekend, Oct. 9- 
10.
The Renaissance Festival is 
funded by the Student Life Fund. 
It is open to the public. Patrons 
are invited to come in costume 
or in plain clothes.
The festival brings in various 
entertainers and merchants, 
selling everything from food and 
clothing to toys and jewelry and 
performing everything from 
juggling to traditional bagpipes 
and live steel combat.
The event takes place rain or 
shine on the Allendale Campus 
of GVSU at the Cook Carillon 
Tower.
“This festival is special for us 
and we hope it will be as well for 
everyone who comes to 
experience Shakespeare and the 
Renaissance,” Willard said. “We 
have some wonderful new
entertainers coming in this year, 
as well as our returnees, many of 
whom have presented at our 
festival nearly every year since 
it’s birth. We hope everyone will 
come out and see us.”
The Shakespeare Festival’s 
director, Robin Reese, is an 
assistant professor of theater at 
GVSU who formerly taught in 
New York. Reese has directed 
Off-Broadway shows and 
written scripts that have 
appeared on the stage in New 
York and elsewhere.
“I’m happy to be the festival 
director,” Reese said. “It’s a 
great festival, it says a lot and 
speaks to many audiences, a 
general audience."
Reese has high hopes for the 
future of the festival as well.
“I see us letting audiences see 
Shakespeare in different ways." 
she said. "He’s a genius. We 
want to keep bringing 
Shakespeare to audiences in new 
and accessible ways. We hope 
that in the future we can 
continue to make Shakespeare 
attractive to modem audiences.”
In addition to shows and 
entertainment, the Shakespeare 
Festival is also an opportunity 
for scholarships and awards.
This year’s Shakespeare 
scholars are Christian Vigrass, 
Amy Larink, Jill Barrs, Amy 
Dickinson, Melissa Slack, Carol 
Clements, Claire Walsh. Candice 
Rowland and Michael Empson.
Costumers Kelly Knoll and 
Elizabeth Jasperse were awarded 
Shakespeare Service awards, 
and Jill Barrs, Candice Rowland. 
Jerrod Rinkus, Melissa Slack, 
Kelly Knoll and Matt Lacopelli 
were awarded Shakespeare 
Production Assistantships this 
year.
In order to ensure the 
continued success and operation 
of the Shakespeare Festival, 
there is a call every year for 
individuals to become part of the 
“Dress Circle,” a society of 
donors whose contributions help 
keep the festival alive, growing 
and serving the community.
For more information on the 
Shakespeare Festival, visit 
http://www.gvsu.edu/shakes or 
call the GVSU box office at 
(616) 331-2300.
For more information on 
GVSU’s student-run
Renaissance Festival, visit their 
Web site at
http://www.gvren.org or contact 
the Office of Student Life.
Musical Idols found at GVSU
David Knapp
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Colieda, a student band that 
has a member who lives on the 
Grand Valley State University 
campus in Allendale, has been 
around since the summer of 
2003. The group got its name 
from the childhood toy, the 
kaleidoscope. One of the band 
members spelled the name 
wrong and it just stuck. Who 
new that a childhood toy could 
lead to such musical 
prominence?
Band member Chase 
Mateusiak attends GVSU as a 
freshman. Other members 
include Patrick Dunn, who 
attends college in Boston, 
Andrew Stefano, who attends 
Michigan State University and 
Matt Hucul who attends 
Central Michigan University.
All the band members are 
currently freshman.
The band started out with 
just Mateusiak and Stefano. 
who learned to play guitar 
together. The rest of the 
current band members got 
together because of a rather 
unfortunate event. One of 
their friends had died of 
cancer and, in honor of him, 
they wrote a song dedicated to 
the memory of him. The song 
was performed at his funeral. 
It was at this point. Mateusiak 
said, that the group really 
found themselves.
Colieda. unlike most young 
musical groups, has never 
played a cover song. The band 
treasures this unique aspect 
that they feel sets them apart 
from other bands. The (Hose 
friends write all of their own 
music and lyrics. Rather than 
going for a more edgy, punk
sound that most young bands 
go for, Colieda strives to be a 
little more musically mellow. 
They say they “never sacrifice 
sound or musicality.” The 
group has a feel for what sets 
people apart and makes them 
feel emotion. All of the band’s 
members are hands-on and 
active in adding to the success 
of the band.
“To be able to not only have 
fun with these guys but to 
make something other people 
like is great," Mateusiak said.
Colieda recorded its first 
album and updates its Web 
site, http://www.colieda.com 
on a regular basis.
The current band members, 
although all enrolled in 
different schools, are looking 
to pursue bigger things.
“After we all get depress we 
are going to start getting much 
more serious,” Mateusiak
I'hOTO A ounesy Of tnru’.rwuniH.ium
lent band member Chase Mateusiak jams out on his guitar in the 
jps practice room. Mateusiak focuses on perfecting his music and, 
m uuith th*> lA/hnle hand strives to make Colieda a success.
said. “It’s a blast because we 
are all friends, but at this point 
school comes first.”
Mateusiak is generously 
willing to give interested 
listeners free albums.
For more information about 
Colieda, visit their Web site or 
contact Chase Mateusiak at 
chse04(® yahoo.com.
Tel I in' It 
Like It Is
David Knapp
Grand Valley Lanthorn
All popped up
Dear Mrs. Britney 
Federline-Spears,
Hey there pop princess! 
Oops, I suppose it’s ‘pop 
queen’ now. I just saw 
pictures of your latest 
wedding and was extremely 
impressed. The authenticity 
of this last one was nght on 
target. I mean, it really 
shows that you are royalty 
when you serve chicken 
fingers and ribs at your 
wedding. I’m sure your 
parents were excited to see 
their little girl get married... 
again. But 1 guess they 
weren’t at the First one, so 
there’s a first time for 
everything.
Maybe this is how they run 
things in the south: Man 
marries pop star, pop star 
annuls man, pop star “chills” 
with back up dancer, dancer 
marries pop star. It all seems 
a little wavy, but I guess 
that’s how things work 
below the border.
Brandy must be a little 
jealous right about now. Her 
previous, dare I say, close 
personal friend Kevin 
Federline is now married to 
you! How does it feel do be 
a stepmom? I personally 
would love to have a mom 
that could save money on 
clothes by wearing what can 
only be described as 
handkerchiefs.
Even if you calm down a 
little, marrying only once 
every other month, we still 
have your sister to look 
forward to, right? Hopefully 
she can keep up with the 
toxic ways you have set 
forth.
Dear Jessica,
H-e-l-l-o. I w-i-1-1 t-r-y t-o 
g-o s-l-o-w s-o t-h-a-t y-o- 
u c-a-n u-n-d-e-r-s-t-a-n-d.
1 am glad the Nick thing is 
working out and I was 
wondering when your new 
show “The Divorcees” is 
coming out? Also, can I just 
say — your wisdom floors 
me. You show true insight 
for the English language. It 
never occurred to me that 
‘platypus’ could be spelled 
so many ways. And your 
always current knowledge of 
food makes Emeril look like 
a McDonald's worker. I 
mean. I’m sure everyone at 
sometime has wondered 
whether or not Chicken of 
the Sea was indeed chicken. 
It’s not like it says ‘Tuna in 
water’ in bold letters on the 
front of the can. You aren’t 
afraid to ask questions 
we’ve all pondered at one 
time or another. 1 remember 
when I was in preschool I 
wondered whether or not 
green eggs and ham really 
exists. Those were the good 
old days. Oh, just in case 
you are wondering, it 
doesn’t. Don’t lose sleep 
over that one.
Dear Christina,
Hola! It’s nice to see you 
getting back to your espanol 
roots. I’m sure all the 
senoritas in the world will be 
glad to learn that they don’t 
have to shower to become 
famous. And speaking of 
roots, I hear hats are coming 
back. Blonde afro wigs, 
however, are not. Look into 
that.
Perhaps your genie days 
should make a come back. I 
realize that playing that role 
of the interesting, smart, 
talented, sexy and beautiful 
star singer is not you, but I 
feel it really worked. It’s 
good that you Finally 
showed us who you really 
are, though I’m sure people 
now respect you more than 
ever: you are just
overflowing with
contemporary style.
Just a thought, but it may be 
time for the dirty days to 
come to an end. Sometimes 
it’s nice not to take a shower 
every day. but this ‘natural’ 
phase has been going on for 
over a year. I hear Suave is 
on sale for 97 cents at 
Meijer.
David knapp writes for 
the GVL Student Opinion. 
His views do not 
necessarily represent those 
of the newspaper.
4 to i y
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‘The Forgotten’ — very forgettable
Jenna Noseda
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grade: D
“The Forgotten,” a
psychological drama, hit 
theaters last Friday, Sept. 24.
Julianne Moore stars as Telly 
Peretta, a woman who lost her 
son just over a year ago in a 
tragic plane accident. Between 
trips to her psychiatrist, Dr. 
Munce, played by Gary Sinise, 
and bouts of continued
anguish. Telly slowly realizes 
that she is the only one that 
even believes her son, Sam, 
ever existed. No one 
remembers any of the 
experiences that she 
obsessively dwells on and her 
psychiatrist even tells her she 
is suffering from a disorder 
that has caused her to create a 
whole lifetime of memories. 
She is now faced with the 
possibility that she is insane, 
or that something bigger is at 
work against her.
From here on out, “The 
Forgotten” takes an extreme 
downturn. Telly, in a desperate 
attempt to prove her sanity, 
befriends the father of one of 
her son’s friends who is 
another victim of the plane 
crash and an ex-New York 
Ranger driven to drink by his 
now-forgotten daughter.
Telly works to convince Ash 
Correll, played by Dominic 
West (also in Mona Lisa 
Smile), that not only is she on
to something, but that he is 
also victim of this forgotten 
child syndrome.
Telly and Ash may not be 
crazy, but the movie that 
began with an interesting 
concept, quickly becomes one 
on the senseless side.
It is hard to say much more 
about the “plot” of this film 
without giving it away, 
however, once the 
psychological perspective is 
approached, it strays far 
beyond the boundaries of what 
is to be expected. What looks 
and was probably meant to be 
a suspenseful thriller turns out 
to be a science fiction comedy. 
Throughout three-quarters of 
the movie, people in the 
theater laughed at the film’s 
desperate (and ridiculous) 
attempts at drama.
As for the characters, not 
much more can be said. 
Julianne Moore is definitely 
the best actress in the film, 
although that isn’t necessarily
a compliment to her, just a 
criticism to everyone else that 
appears in the film. Telly can 
react to every situation by 
doing nothing more than 
demanding the return of her 
son, and Ash continues 
unendingly to commit the 
crime of entertaining the 
audience by attempting to 
appear a father on the verge of 
insanity. Insanity, indeed.
“The Forgotten” fails to 
become much more than an 
effort to pack as many genres 
into one movie and never 
manages to follow through 
beyond a mention. It all comes 
down to the fact that some 
people in Hollywood have 
decided that quantity 
overrides quality when it 
comes to movies. It is hard to 
do a movie such as “The 
Forgotten” justice. It is even 
harder to decide whether or 
not it deserves any justice in 
the first place.
Courtesy of Columbia Pictures
Julianne Moore stars in "The Forgotten.
Grand Valley Lanthorn / Will Hurrah
The Haunt, in its fourth year of operation, opens Friday and runs to the end 
of October.
Monday, 0c+ V
Quei+ for 
Ber+ Bar+enc/fn^ 
Cotope+rHon 
f+arE* ® 9925 4 Mile Rd. Grand Rapids 49544 
(West of Alpine)
‘Haunt’ offers thrills
■ The Haunt is one 
of West Michigan’s 
largest haunted 
houses
Jenna Noseda
GramI Valley Lanthorn
Approaching the warehouse 
that houses West Michigan’s 
largest haunted attraction, the 
Haunt, one may not know 
exactly what to expect. 
However, once you enter the 
Haunt, you’ve walked into a 
whole other world; a world 
filled with eerie music and 
lights, smoky paths and a dark 
atmosphere.
What is dwelling inside of 
Ravenwood Estate Mansion is 
the mystery that you must 
experience for yourself. You 
can expect a chilling time to 
say the least.
To some, the Haunt is a new 
event, it’s fourth year of 
operation, having first been 
put into action back in the year 
2000. The creator. Jim Burns, 
is putting his lifelong dream 
into practice with this huge 
haunted house that takes nine 
to ten full months to be put 
together.
The show consists of 60 
volunteer actors from the area 
that make it their business to 
terrify the audience as they 
explore the 24,000 square feet 
that is this gigantic haunted 
mansion. Other employees of 
the Haunt include make-up 
artists and set designers who
have actually worked in big 
name film productions out in 
California, as well as the 
corpse-like “Graveyard 
Dancers,” who perform for the 
audience as they await the 
terror that lies ahead.
The Haunt operates 
throughout the whole month 
of October, right up until the 
final performance on 
Halloween.
What makes the Haunt 
different in the scare industry 
is the lack of violence and 
gore that frequently appear in 
other attractions.
Burns felt that a “new 
approach” in haunted 
attractions should be made, 
one that is meant for “scaring 
people with scary, not gory.” 
This premise widens the range 
of people willing to enter the 
Haunt, since parents and 
people with weak stomachs 
don’t need to worry about 
coming upon a rotting corpse 
or something decapitated as 
they wander through the halls.
“It’s more Hollywood than 
any (haunted house] I’ve ever 
seen,” says Linda Kunce, a 
family friend of Jim Burns, 
waiting to experience the 
Haunt for the fourth year in a 
row. “Grown adults have had 
to be escorted out.”
You begin your journey at 
the front of the Ravenwood 
Estate Mansion, greeted by the 
ghostly wait staff that usher 
you inside a place that is alive 
and teeming with vampires, 
ghosts and other terrors.
First you travel through a 
series of abandoned and 
decaying rooms, which feature
a host of frights at every door 
and corner.
The ghouls you will meet 
along the way are not afraid to 
get up close and personal. The 
walk travels outside the 
mansion and finishes in a walk 
through series of 3- 
dimensional chambers that 
play with your eyes and mind; 
a definite addition to the 
experience.
You can 
expect some
amazing 
scenery inside 
the Haunt, as 
well as some 
awesome 
costume and 
make-up jobs, 
that is if you 
are up to
noticing them.
While it seems 
doubtful that 
you’ll be scared 
enough to need 
to be escorted 
out of the
Haunt, expect 
to be frightened 
enough into the 
occasional scream, or at least 
a good number of surprises 
and scares.
The Haunt is in its final year 
at the Waldorf Court location. 
Next year they will be 
relocating to a permanent 
home, in which they plan to 
expand to include some 
outdoor elements as well as 
the indoor, and even a 
children’s Haunt (although 
this shouldn’t be expected for 
a couple years yet).
Burns plans to “expand this
show and keep getting bigger 
and better every year.”
It seems Burns and his staff 
know what they are doing. 
Ticket sales have reached 
nearly 100,000 in its first 
three years of operation. This 
has allowed for donations to 
the Youth Commonwealth 
program, allowing for kids to 
visit the attraction who would 
otherwise be unable to do so.
Opening 
night is Friday, 
Oct. 1. with the 
doors opening 
to the public at 
7 p.m.
(Mondays 
through
Thursdays 7 
p.m. to 10 
p.m., Fridays 
and Saturdays 
7 p.m. to 10:30 
p.m.).
The Haunt is 
also open every 
Tuesday 
through
Saturday in 
October, as 
well as Oct. 18 
and 25, and of course, 
Halloween (7 p.m. to 10 p.m.).
If you’re looking for some 
haunted excitement or just a 
frightening experience this 
fall, the Haunt may just be 
worth checking out.
Tickets go on sale at the 
Haunt at 6:30 p.m. for $13 per 
person. Coupons are available 
for certain nights.
it------------------------------
It's more 
Hollywood than 
any [haunted 
house] I've ever 
seen.
LINDA KUNCE
Friend of Jim Burns, 
Creator
------------------99
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Suggestions for other 
warning Iabels7 Drop us 
a line at alert@gvsu.edu 
and you may see your 
ideas in future adsl 
If you see your ad, 
contact alert and win $10.1
I
WARNING . The consumption of alcohol may cause
>
the sudden appearance of piercings and tattoos.
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‘Resident Evil 2’, should 
be titled dead on arrival
Brent Mata
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Grade: D
“Resident Evil 2: Apocalypse” 
is this fall’s most action packed 
movie. The film is packed with 
flesh eating zombies, hordes of 
man-eating hounds, evil 
corporations with small armies 
bent on world domination and a 
couple of fine girls wearing 
gravity-defying miniskirts 
kicking major monster ass. But 
the filmmakers spent so much 
time packing this baby with 
action they forgot to include a 
plot, story, character 
development and any chance of 
audiences being able to 
comprehend what’s going on.
This is the follow up to Paul 
W.S Anderson’s 2002 hit 
Resident Evil and both movies 
are based loosely on the popular 
video game of the same name. 
Milla Jovovich reprises her role 
as Alice, a tough-as-nails 
redhead with amnesia who 
awakens in the midst of the 
horror. Jovovich returns to the 
screen with nothing if not less to 
add to the character. We find 
Alice stuck in the middle of 
zombie ravaged Raccoon City 
(actually its just good ol’
Toronto, Canada). The citizens 
of the doomed metropolis aren’t 
allowed to leave because the 
evil Umbrella Corporation have 
plans of there own. 
Unfortunately we’re never 
really let in on what this is. 
Alice is joined by Jil Valentine 
(Sienna Guillroy), a former 
police officer who, other than 
Alice, is the only one that grasps 
the concept of the undead. 
Again, none of this is really 
explained, but who needs story 
when you have such a lovely 
pair of distractions.
The chicks meet up with a 
rabble of stereotypes, a 
roughneck member of a special 
police force called STARS, a 
greedy reporter who’s just in it 
for the story, a paraplegic doctor 
with only hope, a little girl who 
is just as cute as she is brave and 
a street savvy token black guy 
with a snappy attitude. It’s 
enough to make you puke. From 
here the group has to battle 
through all of the above and a 
behemoth creature called 
Nemesis.
From the beginning to end one 
would hope first time director 
Alexander Witt would attempt 
to make some sense out of this 
mess. Apocalypse spends more 
time trying to create flashy 
scenes of hot girl action 
sequences that we aren’t given 
time to enjoy the simplest 
elements the movie. Had this 
film paced itself it wouldn’t feel 
so much like a sinking ship. 
“Resident Evil: Apocalypse” is 
just another sequel poorly put 
together with hurried stories and 
vague plots. After an installment 
like this, the Resident Evil series 
would be better off buried than 
resurrected for a third life.
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